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Collegeville, Pa.s Thursday, J unie 25, 1891.

Volume 17

“Tile Potters would hear of it in less’n disappointment I could not forget the recently' removed from his grave, at that has no teeth, its practice being to of the business, with such success that
warning I had had, and I knew that Northfield, Minn., it being purposed swallow its food whole.
iu 1842 she had a fine business, a large
no time.”
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Practising Physician,
“The biggest of fresh water fishes, factory free from debt, andalarge sum
“Well, they won’t,” mother asserted, I alone was to be blamed. But could to put the body in another lot. When
TRAPPE, Pa. Office at his residence, nearly
his body was exposed it was found the ‘arapaima’ of the Amazon in South of money. Mrs. Powers spent hours
shutting down the window, and in a I tell them so ?
opposite 'Masonic Hall.
The next sentence determined me, that he had a beard over twenty-three America, which grows to six feet in every day in the office and factory un
few
moments
she
was
back
by
my
RAZORS P U T IN FIR ST - CLASS O R DER.
though it added a still heavier burden inches long. His wife said that be length, has teeth on its tongue, so til about twenty years ago, when she
Y. WEBER, M.
Opp. O r ls to o k <fc *Van«lersii©©,s. side.
M.
fore he died he had been shaved, and that the latter resembles the file and is surrendered the personal control of the
as
I heard it.
“Dear me, Betty ! where are your
Practising Physician,
all
his hair must have grotfn after used as such. Some kinds of trout business to her sons. In 1877 Mrs.
“
Well,”
said
mother,
trying
to
speak
wits !” she exclaimed. In my excite
AGGIE MACGREGOR,
EVANSBÜRG, PA. Office Hours : — Until 9 M
also have the same peculiarity. Fishes Powers organized the private bank of
burial.
cheerily
to
father,
“we
can
get
along
ment over what I had heard I just
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m.
Dressmaker,
that
swallow their prey entire have I). Po wers & Sons, and its patronage
as
before,
find
Betty
won’t
be
disap
then gave thè rags such a vigorous
COLLEGEVILLE, P a . Will take work at home
their
teeth so supported on flexible was soon large and lucrative, every
Q
U
EER
FA
CTS
A
B
O
U
T
TEETH.
pointed
about
the
piano”—so
it
was
a
poke
that
the
dye
overflowed
and
a
• g A. KRI SEN, HI. I».,
or can be engaged by the week.
bases as to bend backward, but not body having confidence in Mrs. Pow
piano—“but I feel it most for you and
cloud
of
ashe3
rose
above
the
kettle.
Homeopathic Physician, jy jR S . N. L. PUGIT,
forward, in order that their victims ers’ ability. It is now one of the most
ESPECIALLY MANKIND’S TEETH, AND
“Here, Betty, give me that poker, and the grandfolks. It would make j our
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Office Hours : — Until
INCIDENTALLY THE TEETH OF
shall
not escape after they have been popular banks in that part of trie
lives
easier
and
pleasanter
if
we
could
you
go
take
those
five
dozen
eggs
up
TRAPPE, P a., Attends to laying out the
9 a, m,; 6 to $ p. m.
seized.
BIRDS AND FISHES.
dead, shroud-making j &c.
State, and Henry L. Lamb, at one time
tò the store. Eggs are a shilling now. only have some of the riches, if they
“In ages gone by there were fero superintendent of banks, is the cashier.
O B. HORNING, M. D.,
That’ll eome to 62 cents an’ a half. are here for us.”
“You will often hear it said that cious sharks, such as would make a
I did not hesitate. I had done not
Get a paper of needles—between—two
My Intimate Friend.
Practising Physician,
FORETOLD IN A DREAM.
man
is by nature a carnivorous animal, mouthful of you without blinking,
spools of thread, a quarter of tea, a only a foolish thing but a wicked one
EVAN8BURG, PA.
Telephone in office.
seventy
feet
in
length.
Plenty
of
their
as
is
shown
1
y
the
incisors
or
so-called
as
well,
and
in
the
next
few.mimites
I
At the time of which I write I was IMHind of raisins and the rest in dril
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
When Mrs. Davis Loring, of Taphad sobbed out nly confession and ‘canine’ teeth with which he is pro teeth have been found which are five
living with my parents in what are ling.”
pan,
came down to breakfast yester
inches
long,
whereas
the
biggest
of
the
vided,
but
it
is
not
true.
Human
contrition
with
my
face
in
my
R. B. F. PEACE,
“His shillin’ drillin’ too, Betty, yon
now called the oil regions of Pennsyl
day
morning
she told the family that
teeth
belonging
to
sharks
that
exist
at
beings
are
carnivorous
only
by
habit,
1
mother’s
lap.
I
think
all
felt
that
vania, but it was in the early days of hear ?” grandmother called after me,
Dentist
the
night
before
she dreamed she
the
present
day
are
one
and
a
half
and
not
by
nature.”
It
was
Osteolo
had
been
punished
severely,
for
not
“That’ll
get
a
yard,
and
we’ll
get
the
the use of coaloil, and the indications
S ll De KALB St ., NORRISTOWN, P a.
even Albert said anything, to add to gist Lucas, of the Smithsonian, who inches long. Speaking of extinct stood and watched a long funeral pro
half
cent
this
time.
An’,
Betty,
you
of
its
presence
were
not
so
well
Branch Office— C o l l e g e v il l e —Tuesday, ev e r/
creatures reminds me to say that all of fession passing by the house. When
understood as they - are now, so wateji an’ see Seth Merrill don’t meas my lesson. Grandfather only remark said so, and he added :
week. Gas administered.
ed, “Well, lass, you’ll have to ride
“ Yon see, it is always from an ani the early birds—those of early geo she asked who was dead a by-stander
it was not thought probable that any ure in his thumb.”
logic times, that is—had teeth, with told her “-Roe” Haddock, the name by
Q h e a p e s t D en tist In Norristown
one in our neighborhood would be
I scarcely heatd grandmother then, shank’s mare now ’stid of a pony, but mal’s teeth that the diet intended for
which
they captured the early worms which Roger Haddock was familiarly
it by nature is judged. But the fact
warranted in undertaking expense in though it came back to me clearly it’s fer the best, prob’ly.”
N. S/Bomeman, D. D. S.,
of
the
same period. Being descended known. Her sister said, “You should
When I learned the plans for the that it has incisors does not prove that
an attempt to bore for oil. Specu afterward ; but I hurried away with
209 S w e d e S t r e e t , ( f ir s t h o u s e 1
from
reptiles,
it is natural that they not have told that ; Friday night’s
lators were riot ready then to take the eggs, glad to escape the smoke future based upon the hoped-for oil it is carnivorous. There are plenty of
below Main Street, NORRISTOWN, P a.
possess
a
dental
equipment, but when dream told on Saturday is sure to
upon themselves the expense of and ashes and dye-stuff, and glad, too, well I could hardly reconcile myself purely vegetable-eating beasts which
( Formerly of Boyertown.)
they
ceased
to
be
carnivorous they come true, be it ever so old.”
to
the
loss.
None
of
these
plans
were
have well-developed incisors. Take
The only place whore Pure Nitrous Oxide boring, and my father did not feel of a chance to ponder ovér my com
(Laughing Gas) is made a specialty for the
“Well,” responded Mrs. Loring, “I
had
no
teeth
any
longer.
realized
until
some
years
later,
when
the
monkey,
for
example.
Monkeys’
painless extraction of teeth. Artificial sets from able to undertake it. So he had toiled ing “surprise.”
suppose
it will come true some day,
§5 to $10. English and German spoken.
“Certain
animals
have
teeth
which
by
hard
labor
father
felt
able
to
make
incisors
are
much
more
developed
on, trying to be content with making
The eggs were being counted out at
but
I
hope
not very soon.”
both ends meet from what he could the little country store when Abagail the venture which proved successful. than those of man, but they are ex grow during all their lives. The rat
A
few
hours
later the news of Mr.
y PWARD E. LO^G,
But I was then ready to Appreciate it, clusively fruit-eaters, the incisors be and the squirrel are examples of this.
wrest from the soil above.
ran up the steps.
Haddock’s
suicide
reached them. In
for I had learned the folly of too ing useful merely for fighting. We, Our own teeth are developed from
Attorney-at-Law,
My grandfather owned quite a tract
“I thought you were here 1” she close intimacies, arid Abagail was the who are descended from anthropoid pulps, which are absorbed and disap all j,the churches of Piermont and
No. 4X5 SWEDE S t b e e t , O p p ., C o u r t H o u s e , of land on one side of the highway cried, “I didn’t half finish telling you
NORRISTOWN, P a .
apes, still have the canine teeth, but-, pear after the teeth are grown, but in a Sparkill to-day touching references
running through the little country what I was talking about this morn last of the series of bosom friends.
were made to the event. Women
So perhaps grandfather was right in for the reason that we no ionger em rat’s tooth the pulp is perpetual and is
village of P— —, and the father of my ing.”
* UGUSTIIS XV. BOMBERBER,
sobbed
aloud and tears trickled down
ploy them for combative purposes, continually secreting material by
most intimate friend owned an equally
“And I ’ve got something to tell his conclusion. At any rate, when at
the
cheeks
of strong men. Saturday
they have become smaller. Man was which the incisor gains length. There
Attorney-at-Law,
large tract adjoining us.
you,” I began impetuously,’ when a last fortune brought my piano grand originally frugivorous, presumably, fore the animal is obliged to gnaw all morning Mr. Haddock came as usual
Land Title and Trust Co., Building, Nos. 608 and
We had formerly lived just over the remembrance of father’s last words mother was ready to endorse it with
to his big store in Haddock Hall, ap
610 Chestnut Sts, Philadelphia.
line in New York, and my principal ^checked me. But Abagail wasn’t the the dry remark, “I don’t know after though the time when he first began the time to keep the tooth ground parently in the best or spirits. About
down to the proper length. It is com
Room 23. Take the Elevator. Practices also in
objection when father decided , to re ¡“the Potters” I thought. ; so I went all but learnin’ not to let your tongue to eat meat must have been very far
Montgomery county. Norristown Address,
monly imagined that the rats keep 11:30 lie went up stairs to the carpet
ba<?k,
judging
from
the
remains
of
ex
507 West Main Street.
move to grandfather’s was that I *on, only "stipulating.
“But you run away with your victuals is a tinct mammals found in the caves gnawing from pure cussedness, bnt department with a woman. He chatted
better birthday present than pieshould have to leave _my most intimate mustn’t breathe a word of it.”
cheerfully, even jocosely, as he sold
TjOBSOBi A HEK DRKK .S
among the ashes of his cooking fires such is not the ease.
anners.”
friend behind me ; but there was no
“As if I ever did 1” she exclaimed
“Sometimes it happens that the her a roll of matting. She left him
which burned hundreds of thousands
Attorneys-at-Law.
help for it, and I had managed not with an offended air. “If you can’t
beast’s upper and lower incisors do not there alone. A few minutes later the
of years ago.
NOT IN THEIR LINE.
only to survive it, but to find another trust me you needn’t tell.”
NORRISTOWN a n d COLLEGEVILLE.
“It is by the teeth of mammals that meet properly., so that it is unable to clerks down stairs heard a heavy fall,
All legal business attended to promptly. Also friend, whom I thought more nearly
agents for first-class Stock Fire Insurance Com
“Of course I can,” I replied hastily. TWO LADIES HAVE TROUBLE IN PUTTING they are most readily classified, inas gnaw, and its teeth keep growing and supposed a roll of carpet had
panies. Mr. Hendricks will be at his College perfect than any one who had gone be
fallen. Miss Agnes Weiner, a clerk,
“Will you take it out in trade or
much xas the dentition illustrates the around in a spiral. Cases have been
TEEIR HORSE TO BED.
ville Residence every Tuesday all day.
fore, for I had had several intimates
have a due bill ?” Seth Merrill inter
food of the animal and the general known where a rat’s tooth grew in this soon afterward went up stairs to see
in the course of my 15 years.
Mr. Haddock. She found him lying
rupted.
j
n . zn n ii;iu iA X ,
One of our best known society habits which necessarily depend upon manner through its skull so as to with his head and shoulders on the
“Betty, poor girl is addicted to in
“In trade. Jilst wait a minute, women spends the spring months in its manner of procuring food. The pierce the brain and kill the unfortutimate friends,” was a frequent saying
Justice of the Peace,
Abagail.” I hastily gave my list of her country place, a few miles out of teeth by which these things are deter ante. The biggest teeth I know of are floor, while his legs rested on a trunk
COLLEGEVILLE, P a . Legal Papers,' Bonds, of my eldest brorher, Albert-, as if
“"articles and slipped off to the show the city. This lady, who may be mined are not the iqcisors, but the those of the mastodon, which we have on which he had been sitting, or over
Deeds, &c., executed and acknowledgements
they
were
a
kind
of
intoxicant
I
was
taken. Conveyancing and Real Estate
case with her, utterly forgetful of the called Mrs. Stellcart, although that is molars or grinders. A mammal usual in the shape of fossils. One advant which he had fallen backward. . His
unabl^ to resist.
business generally attended to. The
right hand grasped a heavy revolver,
clerking of sales a specialty.
not her name, went out .there with her ly has several kinds of teeth in its age about teeth is that they are harder one chamber of which was empty. Her
Such remarks never failed to send warning as to Seth’s thumb.
A piano !” she exclaimed, as I poni family a „few weeks ago. Soon after jaws. Take the monkey, for example. than almost any thing in nature and screams brought assistance, and it was
me to Abagail Potter for sympathy,
J O H N S. HUNSICKER,
opening the country house her hus Its front teeth are for catching up and will last longer, so that they may be found that Mr. Haddock was dead.
ed
out my suspicions.
which I always received. We were
band arrived from the West, where he nipping little things. With them it picked up in an excellent state of pres His features bore the peaceful smile
“I
am
almost
sure
!”
Justice of the Peace,
inseparable, and when father once
had gone on business, bringing with catches and kills its parasites, the ervation ages after the animals to familiar to those who die of gunshot
“Why,
Betty,
I
thought
you
said
RAHN STATION, P a. Conveyancer and Gen spoke of returning to our old home I
eral Business Agent.
Clerking of Sales
him
a magnificent Kentucky saddle fleas, as does likewise a dog. Its in .which they originally belonged are wounds. He had put the muzzle of
only
last
"W
eek
that
your
father
was the most violent opponent of the
attended to. Charges reasonable.
horse,
which he gave to his daughter cisors are for fighting, although in the dead.
wouldn’t
be
able
to
get
one
for
a
long
plan. I could not leave Abagail !
“You often hear of rendering a rat the pistol in his mouth and fired Up
carnivora they are employed to pierce
Eleanor for a birthday present.
OHN H . CASSELHERRY,
“You’ll get enough of Abagail some time.” .
ward into thè brain. The shooting
o u e-h a lf m ile north o f Trappe,
“That was last week,” I replied, con
Not long afterward the gentleman the flesh deeply so as to open the tlesnake harmless by pulling out its was intentional, as was shown by Ins
day.,” said Aunt Kate.
fangs. Then, again, you read of cases
Surveyor and Conveyancer.
“Yes,” said grandmother. “Her tinuing recklessly, “but I think we’re was again called away from this part veins and bleed the victim to death.
where
a serpent so treated has bitten having removed his false teeth ami
“Thus
you
will
find
that
a
tiger
will
A man has been of the country, and that same after
Sales clerked; sale bills prepared. Orders by tongue is hung in the middle, an’ wags going to be rich.
laid them on the trunk over which lie
mail will receive prompt attention.
here, and I ’most know it’s about noon his wife discharged the coachman know by instinct where to strike the persons fatally. The reason for this is fell. He was carried home, where his
P. O. Address ; Grater’s Ford.
both ways.”
that a poisonous snake is deprived
“You should not be so intimate boring for oil,'and I ’m pretty sure for being impudent. When evening jugular vein of an ox, of the location
only temporarily of its venomous pow wife and daughter are prostrated by
of
which
I
dare
say
that
you
yourself
H. PEARSON,
came on Mrs. Stellcart was in a quan
With any girl,” mother added. “You that’s the way my piano is coming.”
the shock. The most careful search
Now Abagail was not the least bit dary. She knew that horse had to be are not very definitely aware. Behind ers by the extraction df the two incisors has disclosed no motive. For a month
ought to learn that if you can’t keep
Auctioneer,
in the upper jaw, at the bases of which
your own secrets no one will keep envious, and she only said, with a taken care of, and she didn't know the incisors in the monkey, as well as
P h œ n ix -Vil l e P. O ., Pa. Residence near Blgck
are the poison glands. Of course you past his friends had observed ft grow
in
man,
are
found
the
pre-molars,
which
sigh: “You’re so lucky, I wish I exactly how to do it, so she said to
them for you.”
Rock, Upper Providence. Will do my best
ing indifference to his surroundings
to fill every engagement satisfactorily.
are for cutting up what is to be swal know that the fangs are hollow, so that and an absent-mindedness when spoken
her daughter :
Now I really did not tell Abagail could have one !” *
“Eleanor, we’ve got to put Toag to lowed, while the molars themselves when the animal strikes the venom to. As he was usuali}' reticent, this
But I comforted her with the assur
everything I knew, though I must
Q E O . j . K IB E S ,
gushes through them into the flesh of
confess I came very near it ; but I ance that she should use mine when bed. I recollect hearing your father perform the grinding process. It is
the
person struck. Now, by- drawing did not excite much comment.—Nyack
Auctioneer,
tell John to be very careful and bed really wonderful, you will observe,
reasoned that it was natural to like to ever she wished.
N. Y. Special.
From that time until Thursday my him down nicely, so we must do as how admirably the entire aparatuS is the two teeth the snake may be ren
P h œ n Xx v il l e P. O., Pa. Residence near Black talk, and to have some sympathetic
Rock, Upper Providence. Prompt atten
adapted for the purpose in view. You dered harmless for a few weeks, but
BILL NYE’S HOTEL EXPERIENCE.
person to talk to. Of course we must mind was not off my expected present, well as we can.”
tion given to all orders.
They went to the stable and took find the most remarkable development after a short time the two teeth just
have something to talk about, so nor my tongue either, when I was
Bill Nye tells a good many funny
where was the harm when she was my with Abagail, and Aunt Kate said from the carriage house the cushion of the incisors of canines in the ex behind the Original fangs move up and
d w a r d d a v id ,
P ainter and
of a wagon-seat and a couple of tinct saber-toothed tiger, contemporary take their places, making connections stories, but he considers the following
that was pretty much all the time.
most intimate friend ?
Paper-Hanger,
I noticed, as Thursday passed, that horse-blankets. Then they repaired with the cave men, which had two with the poison glands and thus be his best, because it is true and hap
“Betty, I want you this minute 1”
COLLEGEVILLE, PÂ. Î3F“ Samples of paper I heard, mother call one morning from the family seemed uneasy, but I was to the stall in which the Kentucky knife-shaped teeth in its upper jaw so coming poison fangs as good and effec pened'to himself.
always on hand.
“I was barn-storming once in a small
sure that I knew why, though I tried saddle-horse was rapidly growing hun huge that it often died in consequence tive as the old ones.”— Washington
the back door.
town in Texas, and went to the lead
“She’s hangin’ over the front gate to appear perfectly unconscious. The gry, like-wise weary. Mrs. Stellcart of catching them in the lower jaw, Star.
AYID B it ON.,
D
Plum bers,
ing hotel for dinner. The larder con
uneasiness increased until the morn and Eleanor placed the cushion where being thusun able to close its mouth.
with Abagail,” Aunt Kate replied.
A REMARKABLE WOMAN.
Each
of
these
weapons
had
a
keen
saw
Gas and Steam Fitters,
tained
only a tough piece of steak, so
ing
of
my
birthday,
when
father
they supposed the horse would use it
So I was, but I hastened to the
O ffices
1234 North 10th St., & 281« German- back yard, where mother .was anxious drove off to towri.
I
had
that
and a cup of boot-leg coffee.
for a pillow, and managed to arrange on its inner edge.
Mrs. Deborah Powers, head of the
town Avenue, Philadelphia. Country work
.
“
The
tusks
of
an
elephant
are
the
When
the
Dill
was handed me, I asked
one
of
the
blankets
to
serve
in
lieu
of
I
was
uneasy,
too.
Grandmother
in
ly dipping her skeins of rags up and
a specialty. Estimates furnished.
banking firm of I). Powers & Sons and
sisted that I “keep the road hot” all a mattress. Then they tried to coax upper incisors of the beast. They are of the great oilcloth manufacturing the proprietor, who was also waiter
down in the big dye kettle.
T B. WISHER,
“Just keep stirring them so the dye day between our house and Abagail’s, Toag to lie down, in order that they not intended for chewing, however, firm of the same name, died at her and cashier, how much I owed him.
“Two dollars !” was the calm reply.
won’t
settle, while I get out your and I did not deny it, for the day might throw the other blanket over but for defense. You find all through home in Lansingburg, N. Y., on May
Practical Slater,
creation
the
most
astonishing
adapta
“Two dollars ?” I said, “What for ?”
him
and
tuck
it
in
nicely
about
his
wore
away
with
no
signs
of
any
piano
father’s
seed
corn,”
she
said.
COLLEGEVILLE, P a . Always on hand roofing
slate, slate flagging and roofing felt. All
tion of the teeth to necessity. You 28, at the age of 101 years. She had
“For the steak and coffee.”
heels.
But,
for
some
unaccountable
and
not
a
word
about
my
birthday.
I
was
absently
poking
the
rags
resided in Lansingburg for seventyS
orders promptly attended to. Also on
hand a lot of greystone flagging.
when mother’s voice floated down to We were all relieved when father reason, Toag wouldn’t lie down. They are familiar, of course, with the mighty five years. She left an estate valued-" “ But that is outrageous,” I answer
me from the attic window she had drove up at dusk and came in looking tried to coax him arid to throw him ivory lane«; of the narwhal, ten or at two millions of dollars. She re ed. “I can get a really good steak and
J
P. BOONS.
off his feet, but the greatly astonished twelve feet in length and strong and tained her mental faculties unimpaired coffee and other things, too, in New
quite sober.
just raised.
York, for $1. What makes you charge
I hovered about the kitchen, but not horse at last protested so strongly sharp enough to be driven through the almost to the very last.
“So the prospector has decided to
Practical Slater.
so
much ?”
RAHN STATION, P a . Dealer in every quality do it, has he ?”
a word was said until I went to my that the ladies gave np their work. side of a ship. That lance is simply
“Well, to tell you the truth, I need
Mrs.
Powers
was
born
in
Hebron,
of Roofing, Flagging, and Ornamental Slates.
“Yes,” replied father. “He’ll begin own room. I was too miserably dis Their house is situated half a mile the left upper incisor of the mammal.
Send for estimates and prices.
N. H., on August 5, 1190. For eight the money.”—N. F. World.
by the 14th. He’s coming the Thurs appointed to think about the mean from any other, and they didn’t know Once in a while by a freak both of the years prior to her marriage earned her
upper incisors will be developed in
rpiCiER HOTEL,
AN EASY SOLUTION.
day afore to bind the bargain and ness of eavesdropping as I sat down what to do.
livelihood by tailoring and spinning.
X
Fourth A Vine Sts., P liilada.
But at last a bright idea struck the narwhal so that it is equipped
by the stovepipe which came up
make a payment.”
On February 22, 1816, she married
This old and popular hotel still furnishes the
The Northwestern Mechanic is re
“Then we get it here by Tuesday ?” through the floor from the sitting room Eleanor, and she, with her mother, with two spears instead of one. The William Powers, whom she had known
bèst accommodations for man and beast. The
bar always supplied with the best liquors and mother asked eagerly.
tooth
in
this
ease
is
designed
for
a
sponsible
for the following : A man
hurried
to
the
front
gate
and
stayed
below,
where
the
rest
of
the
family
cigars. Rates : ¡$1.60 per day ; from $4.50 to $6
from childhood, and who was a school
per week.
who wanted to learn what profession
were seated. I soon learned why there until two men passed by. These weapon in fighting. The female has
“No reason why not,” said father.
teacher in Lansingburg.
v
i
J - W . PLACE,1P r o p r ie t o r .
he would have his son enter, put him
were called ; the situation was^ ex no lance.
“I hope so. I should be disappoint father came empty handed.
J o h n G u n t h e A, G ^ r k .
Soon after their arrival. in Lansing in a room with a Bible, an apple, and
“Look at the sawfish. The entire
“Well, I didn’t gèt it, you see, for plained to them. They didn’t under
ed if it couldn’t be done by the 12th ;
J O S E P H STONE,
the bottom did fall out,” said he fee stand it, at first, but Mrs. Stellcart length of its saw, which is a prolonga burg, Mr. Powers had his attention at a dollar bill. If he found him, when
but the roads are bad.”
he returned,' reading the Bible, ^ be
“Well, it can be hauled six miles, bly'trying to joke. “Only ’twa’nt the finally burst; into tears and begged tion of the nasal process, is fringed tracted by a piece of floor cloth in the would make a clergyman out of him ;
Carpet Weaver,
good or bad, ’less the bottom of ’em bottom of the road, but the bottom of them to come and put the horse to with teeth. Again you have a wea bottom of a carriage, and, having some if eating the apple, a fanner ; and it
COLLEGEVILLE HOTEL. Rag carpet woven
bed. The- men willingly walked to pon merely, the manner of the creat knowledge of the manufacture of table interested in the dollar bill, a banker.
in any style desired. Satisfaction guaranteed. falls clean out,” father ended with a the business.”
Good rag carpet for sale at reasonable prices.
“I s’pected somethin’ when he the stable and looked at the stall for a ure being to strike right and left for oilcloths, determined to attempt the When he did return, he found the boy
chuckle.
sitting on the Bible, with the dollar
I had not been especially interested didn’t put in his appearance Thurs moment. Then they gleaned' against the purpose of wounding its prey. manufacture of the article. His ex bill
JgENJAHIN CROWTHER,
in his pocket, and the apple almost
periments
were
attended
with
so
much
in the. conversation until mother re day,” said grandfather. “What’s up ?” the wall and laughed until they were In mammals, however, the teeth are
devoured.
He . made a politician of
Rag Carpet & Rug Weaver. ferred to the 12th. Tuesday,the 12th, “ Why, l’otter got wind of it an’ nearly exhausted. Toag went to bed restricted to the jawbones. Lizzards success that he soon abandoned school him.
LOWER PROVIDENCE P. O., Pa. Carpets for was my birthday, and it flashed upon hunted him up.
Had him over there as usual that night, but he didn’t sleep and snakes have them on the bones of teaching. Mrs. Powers was her hus
sale. Old Ingrain carpet cut and re-wove ; car
The true gentleman is patient, for
His offer was on the cushion of a wagon-seat and the palate as well. True bony teeth band’s only assistant for some time,
pet laid ; carpet rags called for and carpet de me that ,“it” must be something foi the very next day.
livered. All orders by mail promptly attended
bearing,
and resigned on philosophical
but
the
business
increased
so
rapidly
are
peculiar
to
animals
who
have
4o.
Residence and Looms opposite the me. 1 followed up my discovery with bigger’n mine an’ prospects just as covered with blankets.
principles. He submits to pain be
that
more
room
and
additional
help
backbones.
The
most
celebrated
Old Shrawder Mill
Every day since this occurence
such conclusive argument in my mind good, they thought, an’ he was smart
cause it is inevitable, to bereavement
these two men have made it a point dental apparatus known belongs to were necessary. In 1829 the building because it is irreparable, and to death
that “it” must certainly be a piano— enough to close right on the spot.”
UNDAY PAPERN.
of
a
large
factory
was
begun.
S The different Philadelphia papers delivered something I had long wished for, and “How tricky ! I t’s a shame ?” - cried to walk past Mrs. Stellcart’s residence, the- sea urchin, whose jaws are com In that year Mr. Powers was burned because it is destiny. If he engage in
controversy of any kind, his disci
to those wishing to purchase in Collegeville and which no one in the neighborhood Albert.
stopping by the front gate long enough posed of forty pieces, moved by forty
Trappe, every Sunday morning.
plined intellect preserves him from the
“How could he have found it out, ?” to roar with laughter so she could separate muscles. Snails have a sort to death while making varnish, and blundering
possessed. I became all ears at once
HENRY YOST, News Agent.
discourtesy of perhaps bet
Mrs.
Powers
was
badly
injured
while
Collegeville, Pa.
of ribbon with which they rasp their
as father went on : “Don’t let Betty said Aunt Kate indignalitly. “Not a hear them.—Philadelphia Press.
ter but less educated minds, who, like
trying
to
save
him.
Left
with
two
food as with a file. An.teaters, though
soul of ns has told;”
get an inkling of it.”
blunt Weapons, tear and hack instead
IRON.
they are mammals, have no teeth at small children and an unfinished fac of cutting clean, who mistake the
SCRAP
GROWTH OP HAIR- AFTER DEATH.
Cash prices paid for. Scrap CastYrdn, de
I was down on the floor in shame
“She hasn’t the first suspicion of it.
livered at the foundry : Machine cast, 50 cents
all ; but they get there just the same, tory on which a large sum was due, point in argument, misconceive their
and mortification. I knew how ? My
per 100 ; stove and plow cast, 25 cents per 100 ; It will be a complete surprise.” ,
Wrought scrap, 85 cents per 100.
The body of E3. M. Haskell, who has having no need to chew their prey.’ Mrs. Powers did not despair. She adversary, and leave the question more
“You know she couldn’t keep it to most intimate friend had told it. But
insolvent than they find it.
ROBERTS MACHINE WORKS,
herself two minutes,” he continued. as I thought of it, even in my bitter been dead for over twenty years, was The whalebone whale is a mammal bent all her energies to the continuance
Collegeville, Pa,
T H . KOVKK, M. D.,

w .
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Republican State' Convention,
according to Chairman Andrews, will
meet at Harrisburg on the 19th of
August. The ; Chairman advises Re
publicans to “allow the greatest free
dom in the general participation in
primaries consistent with preservation
of the party organization.” ' This is
timely advice, quite so.
T he

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.

Collegeville, Montg. Co., Pa.

E. S. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor.
Thursday, June 25, 1891.
At last Brother Johnson, of the
North Wales Record, has tackled the
wool question in dead earnest. After
roaming aimlessly about for several
weeks he has finally started in great
shape to figure his way out of the
wilderness. We congratulate him
upon the attempt he has made and
hppe that if describing a circle will
establish a straight line he will get
there, boots and all. After quotingfigures, which can be taken to prove a
little of everything, to show that there
was a decline in the number of sheep
and the home product of raw wool
under reduced duties previous to 1860,
he endeavors to particularly illustrate
the effects of the trifling reduction
made in 1883. He says : “The result
has been not only the discouragement
of the wool industry from 1884 until
1890, but importers have been getting
an increased hold upon our markets,
the value of the woolen goods brought
in having increased from $37,000,000,
in 1882, to $56,000,000, in 1889.”
The reduction of 1883 was practi
cally very little reduction at all-, so
that approximately Brother Johnson’s
figures mercilessly slaughter his own
argument. The very state of affairs
so aptly pictured in the above extract
illustrates, if it illustratas anything,
that his tariff on wool from 1867 to
1890 is responsible (so far as the tariff
enters into the question) for the whole
sorry mess. Other considerations, aside
from tariff laws, have doubtless had
much to do with the conditions of the
wool trade, but they don’t enter in
here ; Brother Johnson is one of the
tariff shriekers who evidently believe
that the tariff, oh, the tariff! is greater
than the earth and more potent than
the force of gravitation,—so it must
be the tariff just now to please Brother
Johnson. Well then Brother, you
will admit, according to Brother
Johnson’s figures, that the tariff on
raw wool has had the effect of dis
couraging the wool industry, and yet
you want more of it ; you want to
swim in it and drown in it, do you ?
Pray, don’t ; we want you with us for
awhile. To come to a point, you want
sugar, consumed by the masses, Free ;
wool, used by everybody, you want
* Taiced. What for ? To paralyze the
•industries you seek to protect, and
to increase the importation of woolen
goods ? That seems to be your posi
tion ; there must be a mistake some
where. Don’t you think you had
better advocate free wool and a bounty
fo r wool raisers ? You would certain
ly be consistent, then. To clinch a
ponderous array of comparatively
meaningless statements Brother John
son figures it out that the importations
of woolen goods have of late decreas
ed. We believe he is right on this
point : The market having been
overstocked and glutted by foreign im
portations while Brother Johnson’s
home industries were in a disheartened
state on account of taxed raw wool,
it is easy to see that the importers
would rather wait for another oppor
tunity than to continue to ship goods
to an already overstocked market.
That’s a good point, Brother, and we
must give you credit for it. Any
thing further, about wool ? Don’t give
up wool until you are through with it.
Stick to the text and go ahead.
C ongressman M cK inley , the father
of the notorious McKinley tariff bill,
was nominated for Governor by the
Republicans of Ohio last week. The
nominee is a talented disciple of
the high protective, monopoly-creating
tariff, and popularity, of the whooper-up sort, and has manufactured con
siderable enthusiasm. In forecasting
the result the influence of the warring
Sherman and Foraker factions must
be taken into consideration.

has vetoed the
compulsory education bill which re
quired children between the age of 8
and 12 to be sent to school at least
sixteen consecutive weeks in each
year. The Governor holds that the
measure involves serious political, edu
cational and social problems, and that
in grappling with it sure ground
should be occupied. In his opinion
the bill would prove inoperative be
cause of the latitude given school
boards in determining what are urgent
treasons” for not compelling children
to be sent to school. It would result
in much and expensive litigation, and
the inauguration of the proposed
system would, under the conditions
prescribed, be of no substantial pub
lic advantage and might work most
serious evil to the very cause in be
half of which it is invoked. The
Governor also holds that the plan by
which this bill proposes to enforce
compulsory education is cumbersome
and vexatious and may, in the end,
entail enormous expense upon the
school districts of the Commonwealth.
G overnor P attison

T hf destruction of lives at Lacruces
and El Potrero, Mexico, Friday, from
a cloudburst, was great. Twentythree dead bodies have been recovered
and there are believed to be many
more. Hundreds of pack animals
were drowned, and the mining com
panies’ losses aye heavy.

work of the recent and extrav
agantly extravagant Congress has suc
ceeded in knocking the surplus out of
existence and giving the country in
creased taxation on the necessaries of
life. The people expressed themselves
quite forcibly last fall, after Congress
had gotten in its licks. The available
surplus in the Treasury last week was
less than one million. This reduction
of the Treasury to the verge of bank
ruptcy includes the expenditure of a
forced loan made from a sacred trust
assumed by the government for the re
demption of national bank notes.
Statesmanship, forsooth !
T he

On Friday the Governor signed
the Constitutional Convention and the
Baker ballot reform bills, thus giving
final : effect to all the ballot reform
legislation of the recent session. Of
the three bills passed the only one
which takes immediate effect, that re
quiring a new and original assessment
of the voters, was signed on the day
of adjournment and the enrollment of
the voters is now in progress under its
provisions. The Baker bill does not
go into effect until the fall election of
1892, the elections for this fall and
next February being held under the
present law. The Constitutional Con
vention will depend entirely on the
voters at the coming election, they be
ing required to decide whether a con
vention shall be held or not. At the
same time 177 delegates are to be
elected, 27 at large and 150 by Sena
torial districts. This will make the
coming election a very important one.
In anticipating the issue the Philadel
phia Times well says : “In the choice
of so important a body of men the
greatest care should be exercised. In
view of the many interests in favor of
a Constitutional Convention, it will be
the part of wisdom for the people of
all parties to assume that a convention
will be held and make their choice of
delegates accordingly. Peanut poli
tics should be ignored in their selec
tion, and both parties should put for
ward only candidates of first-class
qualifications and the highest char
acter. Small politicians should not be
entrusted with the business of making
or murdering constitutions.”
WASHINGTON LETTER.
From our Regular Correspondent.

D. C. June 19, 1891.
Mr. Harrison has recognized the
¿abor organizations by appointing
Mr. H. J. Schulteis, of the District of
Columbia, who is prominently con
nected with the Federation of Labor,
an additional member of the Immigra
tion commission provided for by the
last Congress, the duties of which
will be to proceed to Europe for the
purpose of investigating immigration.
T he. appointment of Mr. Schulteis
may also be considered as a semi
official recognition of the Peoples’
party recently formed at Cincinnati,
as he was by that convention, named
as one of the District of Columbia
representatives on the national com
mittee of the new party.
Ex-Congressman Grosvenor, of
Ohio, who was originally appointed
chairman of the immigration commis
sion and whose ill-advised criticism of
foreign born American citizens raised
such a row a few weeks ago, wired his
resignation to Secretary Foster and it
was promptly accepted. It was such
a relief to Secretary Foster and Mr.
Harrison to received Gen. Grosvenor’s
resignation that they rewarded him
for sending it in by making him a
special World’s Fair commissioner, a
position that pays precisely the same
and Which also includes an allowance
for a trip to Europe. There are peo
ple malicious enough to say that Gros
venor would not have resigned if he
had not been promised the other place
beforehand.
Office seekers are always an unmiti
gated nuisance to those whom they
suppose to be possessed of influence
with the appointing powers, and a
striking instance of how they made
life a torture for the friends of an es
timable old gentleman whose goodness
of heart prevented his snubbing the
whole tribe as they deserved to be
instead of worrying himself sick in
trying to get them appointments or
promotions as the case might be, has
just come to light here. The perse
cuted old gentleman in this case is no
less a personage than President Har
rison’s father-in-law, Rev. Dr. Scott,
who has for some months been an
honored inmate of the White House,
but who has now gone on an indefinite
visit to his son who resides away out
on. the Pacific Coast. Dr. Scott is
now in his eighty-third year, and it
seems a shame that he should have to
be sent across the continent to get
him away from the persistent officeseekers, but there is little doubt that
such is the fact. He did not resent
this persecution ; on the contrary he
seemed to like it, and his only worry
was that the heads of departments
would not make the appointments
and promotions which he was con
stantly asking for and even insisting
upon. It was only recently that
President and Mrs. Harrison became
aware of the number and persistency
of Dr. Scott’s calls upon the heads of
the departments in behalf of some
quv who had couvipocd him bv somo
W ashington,

plausible story that they were deserv
ing of receiving an appointment, or if
already in the service a promotion,
and it was extremely mortifying to
them both./ Persuasion failing to stop
him he was sent on this visit.
Verily the way of the political
organ is a hard one. The backers of
the National Democrat _have become
tired of throwing good money down a
“rat” hole, and unless a purchaser, for
the paper can be found it will probably
soon be suspended.
There are lots of rumors, some of
them highly sensational, as to why
Secretary Foster did not attend the
Ohio convention, after having an
nounced his intention to do so, and
what makes it look still queerer is
that he did go to Ohio yesterday, the
day after the convention had adjourn
ed. Important public business is
given out as the cause of his not get
away in time to attend the convntion,
but some how nobody believes that to
have been the real cause.
Secretary Noble, who has returned
to his duties, says he has no intention
of retiring from the Cabinet. He
certainly ought to know.
It is now stated with much posi
tiveness that Gen. Raum is to con
tinue at the head of the Pension
Office.
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison left town
yesterday with their grandchildren
for their seaside cottage. Mr. Harri
son will spend as much time with them
as possible during the next two
months.
Storm Damages in Pennsylvania and New
Jersey.

The electrical, rain and wind storm
that prevailed in sections of Pennsyl
vania, Wednesday of last week, did
considerable damage. In the vicinity
of Bernville, Berks county, several
farm houses were struck, by lightning.
Trees were uprooted, telephone poles
prostrated and fences carried away,
and apple and other trees stripped of
their fruit and cornfields devastated.
The wind was terrific, and carried
everything before it. The tract of the
storm was only about half a mile
wide, but it traversed several town
ships, doing great damage to the
crops. The shedding at the Amityville church was lifted up and carried
some forty feet. It was completely
destroyed. A number of »bams and
other buildings were unroofed.
Trees were uprooted in every direc
tion. Not a farm in the vicinity of
Amityville escaped. On the farm of
Samuel G. Hatfield, in Douglass town
ship, the storm was also very severe.
Several of his buildings were upset,
and trees were blown down. In
Amity and Douglass townships fences
were lifted out of the ground and lie
strewn over the fields. The rairi fell
in sheets, washing out com and po
tato fields. There was also consider
able damage caused by hail.
E a sto n , Pa., June 18.—During the
storm in parts of Northampton county,
trees were uprooted, fences leveled
and growing grain prostrated. At
JacksonValley, N. J., James Yawger
was seriously injured by lightning,
and one of his horses was killed.
Peter Smith, a neighbor, was severe
ly injured by lightning, and had two
horses killed. George Thomas, of
near Karrsville, was slightly injured
by lightning and had a horse killed.
Charles Thompson, of Stewartsville,
liad a cow killed by lightning. The
storm down in that section was severe.
Rain fell in torrents, and hail dime as
large as shellbarks.
A shland , Pa., Juna 18.—This sec
tion was visited by the storm, which
lasted almost an hour, tearing up
trees and doing considerable other
damage. The lightning struck a barb
ed wire fence at Fountain Spring,
killing two valuable cows belonging to
Elias Dornsife. Another which was
standing near by, was thrown clear
over the fence, but received only
slight injuries.
Reports from Hawthorn, a village in
Bergen county, N. J., north of Pater
son, show that the storm was of
terrific severity on Wednesday. The
thunder-cloud expended most of its
force in the valley at the loot of the
Preakness mountain range. Whole
fields of wheat and rye were pounded
flat by hail. Fruit trees were uproot
ed and hurled several feet away.
Even oak and hickory trees were torn
up or snapped off twenty feet from the
the ground by the wind, while many
were struck by lightning and splinter
ed. The damage to small crops foots
up hundreds of dollars in that sec
tion of Bergen county. At Ridge
wood, Bergen county, hail fell in great
quantities and did great damage to
crops. Lightning struck the house of
John H. Hopper and knocking a hole
in the roof, giving the inmates a
severe shock. - In Hackensack the
belfry of Holy Trinity Catholic
Church, was struck by lightning and
badly damaged. The house of Mr.
Schmidt was also struck by a bolt,
despite the presence of lightning rods.
At Hasborough Heights trees were
blown and the Reformed Church and
the house of Mrs. E. M. Anson were
struck by lightning and the occupants
badly stunned. At Carlstadt the wife
and two children of Martin Burgher
had a narrow escape from death.
They were in thejbam busily loading
a market wagon for the city when
lightning struck the barn. The hay
eaught fire and soon the whole premi
ses were laid in ashes.
The Longest Day.

Last Sunday, June 21, was the long
est day of the year, and, according to
the almanac, the beginning of summer.
The day’s length in this latitude and
longitude is about 15 hours, from 4-55
when the sun rises, until 7:55 when the
sun sets.
It is quite important, however, when
speaking of the longest day in the
year, to say what part of the world
you are talking about. The latitude
changes the length of the day to a re
markable extent.
At Stockholm, Sweden, it is eigh
teen and one-half hours in length.
At Spitzenbergen the longest day is
three and one-half months.
At London, England, and Bremen,
Prussia, the longest day has sixteen
and one-half hours.
At Hamburg, in Germany, aiid
Dantzig, in Prussia, the longest day
has seventeen hours.
At Wardoe, Norway, the longest day
last from May 21st to July 22d, with
out interruption.
At St. Petersburg, Russia, and To
bolsk, Siberia, the longest day is nine
teen hours, and the shortest five hours.
At Tornea, Flndland, June 21st,
brings a day nearly twenty-two hours
long, and Christmas one less than
three hours in length,

A. New Way to Raise Church Funds.

Reading's Fourth of July Excursion Tickets.

A novel plan for extinguishing a
church debt has been hit upon in Mel
bourne, Australia. The church com
mittee—or vestry, as the case may. be
-divide the total debt among them
selves and each man insures his life
for the amount that falls to his share.
The policies are transferred to the
church, and the annual payments on
them are made out of the collections.
Then, of course, as the members of
committee “drop off,” the sums insured
on their lives drop in, and later, when
the last committeeman is dead, the last
installment of the church debt will be
paid. The plan has the merit—if
merit it be—of throwing the whole of
the responsibility for the continuance
of the indebtedness upon Providence.

The Reading Railroad will contri
bute to the general enjoyment of the
4th, good to;.return until July 7th,inclusive. These special tickets will
be issued between all local points in
the Reading’s territory, and also to
stations on several of the lines con
necting with the Reading. The mini
mum round-trip rate, where the ordi
nary time limit is extended, will be 25
cents for adults, and 13 cents for
children.
1801.

1801.

Spring and Summer I

-THIS IS THE PLACE TO GET

Pure Paris Green, White H’eleborrfand Persian Insect Powder.
An Assortment o f Sponges and Ghamois Skins on Hand.
PUREBAKING POWDER, Our Own Make. BIRD SE^D, M ixeiand Plain ; best in the market.
NAPTHALINE OR TAR CAMPHOR, in Ball, Cake and Flake.
RED LINIMENT for Sprains, Bruises, Rheumatism, Ac, WORM SYRUP, Pleasant, Safe and
Effectual. Try a Ten Cent Box of our TOOTH POWDER.

A Full Line of Pure and Fresh Drugs always on hand.
J O

BO YODR EYES TRODBLE YOD ?

one workman killed and another

BADLY INJURED AT CHESTER.

C hester , June 22.—Peter McLaugh
lin, a quarryman, was blown up by
dynamite to-day at Leiper & Lewis’
quarry, near this city. The body
dropped in a pool where it was dis
covered before life was extinct, but he
died in a short time afterwards.
John Koikes, an Italian, was seriously
injured about the face and would have
rushed into the pool had he not been
restrained. He may recover. Deputy
Coroner Jeffris held the inquest this
afternoon and learned that the two
men had finished drilling and then
placed the dynamite in a hole. They
then commenced to ram it, when the
explosion occurred.

Men’s Spring aM Sumer Year,
And in facilities to manufacture Clothing to
order at the lowest prices,

We Mean to be Ahead!
For the Ladies we have taken special pains, and
our stock of

Spring Prints & Dress Goods,
And all kinds of material for wearing apparel

A Cloudburst.
needed by our best friends, will please them,
S t . L o u is , June 19. —Additional par
we’re sure. See if they don’t
ticulars of the terrible catastrophe
agree with us.
which occurred near the mining city
of Catorio, in the state of San Luis NEW STOCK OF HATS !
Potosi, Mexico, are to the effect that
Large New Stock of SHOES for Men,
the'cloud burst in Concepcion moun
Women and Children.
tain and a gfeat stream poured down
53F"
New
stock
of Wall Paper from 6c., up.
the mountion side, sweeping every
thing in its course. The habitations
occupied by the miners were swept Our Grocery Department
away and the' tunnel of Guadaloupe Never lags in the rear. I t is always up to the
mine filled with water, drowning sev times in quality and variety of goods and fair
eral miners, who were working inside. ness in price.
A number of people living in cliff Come and see us and we’ll do our best to
dwellings were buried alive.
serve you well.
Crops and the Business Situation.
From Clews’ Financial Review.

The wheat and com crops are far
the most important of any single influ
ence affecting the future of stocks.
Indications suggest the possibility of
the largest wheat crop on record, esti
mates varying from 500 to 550 million
bushels. These figures should leave a
surplus of about 180 to 200 million
bushels for export. If prices only
afford a reasonable profit to growers,
and the shortage in Europe renders it
likely that they will, it is easy to see
the effect of such a harvest, not only'
upon the interior, b u t upon the trade,
railroad and financial interests of the
whole country. Europe will have to
take our wheat and pay us in gold.
Our securities will become intrinsically
better in the opinion of both home
and foreign holders. In short, should
present hopes concerning the harvest
be realized, it would impart a degree
of prosperity such as has not been
.seen for several years past. However,
it will not do to discount such hopes
too rapidly. The crops are not yet be
yond danger. Prudent men will
therefore, heep close watch on crop
news for the next few weeks and act
accordingly. There will be nothing to
fear in the foreigh situation for some
months to come. July disbursements
are close at hand, and an investments
demand of some importance is usually
experienced for stocks during that
month. Our opinion regarding the
immediate future is hopeful, and favor
able to a moderate improvement in the
business conditions.
Comfortable
money, moderate prices for stocks and
good crops are sufficient to counter
balance all the weak points discover
able at this time.

Y ourstruly,

Beaver & Shellenberger,

MARK

DOWN !

IN STRAW HATS : Those from other years
are going at a quarter of first selling price ; for
example, some that were 35 cents are now 9
cents ; some that were $1.85 are now 35 cents ;
shapes nice, sizes regular, all in good condition.
New ones of this season in abundance in num
erous styles at various prices.

L B E R T .

BO YOB HAYE HEABACHES ?

A GRADUATE OF THE PHILADELPHIA OPTICAL COLLEGE, and your Glasses Correctly
Fitted by a Practical Spectacle Maker, only one in the county who has a practical experience
of Manufacturing Spectacles and Eye Glasses.

Manufacturing and Repairing of Spectacles a Specialty.

J. D. SALLADE,
IB B . Main Street,

Graduate Optician,

Opp. Public Square,

NORRISTOWN, P A .

*^(WE LEAD THEM ALL!]fc
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Silverware, <k
• IN

Largest Stock to Select From !
Lowest Prices G uaranteed'at the Most Popular Jewelry
Store of

All Goods Warranted as Represented.

G. LANZ’S, No. 211 DeKalb Street, Norristown, Pa.
¡ggT’We have the most complete faqllities for doing anything in the
line of Repairing Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, &c.cJ§ ?|

THE REASON 'Wll'Sr I
In trying to solve the question why “ hard times” rest heavily upon many, we can discern at
least one, and perhaps the most important, reason. It is this : Many people are continually spend
ing their earnings and their cash away from home ! That’s it. Circulate your cash in your own
vicinity. Patronize Home Trade, encourage home industries, manufactures and productions. And
why not buy your

Clothing at Gotwals’ Store,
P R O V ID E N C E

TREMENDOUS

C U

—OPTICIAH, z=

T R A P P E , lELA..
m:«

-W -

Have Your Eyes Examined by an Experienced

Blown up By Dynamite.
The changing seasons as they follow each
other in quick succession usher in new necessi
ties and create fresh demands. The citizen who
a short while ago posed inside of flannels and a
storm coat so as to be able to battle with a bliz
zard, now wants something “ light and airy’7 as
well as something nice. In all kinds of goods
for

S E P H

SG&TT-A-IELE.

You can get the same made to order ju st as cheap as you buy them ready-made—and satisfaction
guaranteed every time.
Also a full line of Dry Goods, Notions, Hardware and Queensware. Boots and Shoes a
specialty. GROCERIES at lowest prices, quality considered. A call at the store is solicited from

J O S E P H

G .

G O T W A L S .

Every Day in the Year 20c. BOOKS
You will Find Bargains in

Store Goods!

We have set aside a line of full cloth hound 12
mo. novels which are slightly rubbed and mark
ed oft the hacks,-.hut the paper and print are per
fect. They are reduced to 20 cents each. ¡Come
look them over. Many favorite authors ¿re rep
resented by several different works. This is
good literature, well bound, sold for a trifle.' _

A T THE G EN ERAL STO RE OF
WINDOW SHADES : Our special arrange
ment for exhibiting them enables us to show
you the shade just as it will look when in use at
home. Plain shades and shade cloths, mounted
or unmounted, in several colors at qnite low
prices. More than a dozen kinds of bordered
shades from 30 cents up.

LADIES’ COATINGS : A good assortment of
fine goods on hand and hundreds of samples be
sides. Almost sure to have something to please
yon in one or the other form. Reasonable price,
too. We cut patterns or garments, or both.

B E S T

Y E T

.. THE UNDERSIGNED.
Dress Goods, Muslins, Calicoes, Ginghams,
Cheviots, Table Linens, &c. Cassimeres,
Cottonades, Gents’ Furnishing
Goods ! Marked right
down to bottom
prices.

Q u een sw are
C rockeryw are
EARTHENWARE, HARDWARE, Ac.
---- -THE BEST-----

3 cent calico in all colors—plaids and figures
—in short ends.

F R E S H G R O C E R IE S

IN FU LL ASSO RTM ENT.
4 cent calico in all colors—plaids, stripes, and
figures—the best of the k iD d made, in longer
Fire and Storm Insurance Company of Mont ends. Everybody says they are positive bar A good assortment of the best RUBBER WEAR
gomery county are hereby notified that an as gains.
for Men, Women and Children. Full Stock
sessment of one dollar on each one thousand
New Cbaliis in pleasing colors, neat figures,
dollars for which they are insured, was levied
of BOOTS AND SHOES.
on May 4,1891, to pay recent losses. Payment very dressy, 5, 8 and 10 cents.
will be made to the same persons who have here
tofore acted as collectors, or to the Secretary at
Mohairs and Cashmeres : An unusual assort
his office In Collegeville.
ment
for a country store is here, ready to be
Extract f rom, the Charter t—And if any mem
ber of the Company shall refuse or neglect to looked at and handled and bought.
T R A P P B , 3P-A-pay bis or her assessment within forty days
I f you want any of these several things to
after the publication of the same, twenty per
cent, of the assessment will be added th ereto ; which we call attention, come for them ; it will
and if payment be delayed for fifty days longer, be your fault if they are gone when you come.
then his, her or their policy shall become sus
pended until payment t-hall have been made.
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary.
Having succeeded Mr. W. H. Blanchford and
May 20,1891.
taken possession of the
The 40 days time for payment of said tax will
date from May 35, 1891.
GRATER’S FORD, PA.
IRE TAX Sí©TICE !

FThe members of the Perkioraen Valley Mutual

F . B . R U SH O N G ,

A CH A N G E !

KULF & W A G N ER ,

S W IS S F L O O T G U G !
We ask your critical examination. We don’t
mention price, but simply ask you to verify our
claim to .the largest and best assortment in
town, and at best prices for your profit.

BLACK FLOM CIM
In many beautiful designs and three widths.
The latest, patterns of this very fashionable trim 
ming.

C h in a Cloth !
31 INCHES WIDE.

25 CENTS A YARD.

A dark background fabric "with beautiful
color designs. They speak for themselves in
our middle window. Take quality, pattern and
price and there is a combination hal-d to beat.

35c. CORSET
Is displayed -in window of 78 store. The value
for the money is exceptionable even act sight, but
come in and examine them for a full test oi this
offer.

Foster Gloves.
Centemeri Gloves.
We are sole agents for these two favorite
Gloves. Don’t be deceived by alleged Foster
Gloves. See ii the name Foster, Paul & Co., is
inside the glove. Without that name it is not a
genuine Foster glove, though it may be so called.
You know the Centemeri and that we sell at
New York office prices. These goods are going
fast.

C O L L E G E V IL L E

Hu m p h r e y s '
D b . H u m p h r e y s ’ S p e c i f ic s a re scientifically and
carefully prepared p rescrip tio n s; used fo r m any
years in p rivate practice w ith success,and for over
th irty years used by the people. Every single Spe
cific is a special cure for the disease nam ed.
These Specifics cure w ith o u t drugging, purg
ing or reducing th e system, and a re in fa c t and
deed the sovereign rem edies o f the World*
LIST OF PRINCIPAL NOS.

CURES.

PRICES.

1 F i j v e r s , Congestion, in flam m ation... , 2 5
2 Worms» W orm Fever, W orm Colic.. .2 5
3 C r y in g C o lic , o r Teething of In fan ts * 9 5
4 D i a r r h e a , of C hildren o r A d u lts.... , 2 5
5 D y s e n t e r y , Griping, Bilious Colic.... , 2 5
6 Cholera M orb ns, v o m iting........... «25
7 C o u g h s , Cold, B ronchitis................... * 29
8 N euralgia, Toothache, Faceache— .2 5
9 H e a d a c h e s , Sick Headache, Vertigo , 2 5
1 0 D y s p e p s i a , Bilious S to m ach ............ . 2 5
11 Suppressed or P ain fu l Periods. .25
12 W hites, to o P rofuse Periods............. .2 5
1 3 C r o u p , Cough, Difficult B reathing......... 2 5
1 4 S a l t R h e u m , Erysipelas, Eruptions. , 2 5
1 5 R h e u m a t i s m , R heum atic P a in s.. .. « 2 5
16 F ever an d A gue, Chills, M alaria.... *50
17 P iles, B lind o r Bleeding........................... 50
1 9 C a t a r r h , Influenza, Cold in the H ead *50
9 0 W h o o p in g C o u g h , Violent Coughs. *50
2 4 G e n e r a l D e b ility .Physical W eakness * 5 0
2 7 Kidney D is e a s e .................................. *50
2 8 Nervous D e b ility ...............................1*09
3 0 Urinary W eakness, W etting Bed. *50
3 9 D iseases o f th eH eart,P alpitation 1*00
Sold by Druggists, or sent postpaid on receipt of price.
Db . H u m p h r e y s ' M a n u a l , (144 pages) richly bound in cloth
and gold, MAILED FREE.
HUMPHREYS’ MED. CO., 111 A 113 William St., XewYork.

S P E C I F I C S .
Subscribe for the PROVI
DENCE INDEPENDENT,
$1.25 per annum, in ad
vance. You will get the
w orth of your money and
more or less happiness into
the bargain by subscribing
and paying for the Inde
pendent the paper that
stands on its own bottom
and says w hat it has to say
without fear or favor.
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Recent misfortunes have to a certain extent
caused us a loss of trade, which we have deter
mined to regain. Now iu order to draw cus
tomers to our new quarters, we are selling
goods at lower prices than the largest stores of
Philadelphia.
We are almost daily receiving new Spring
stock, bought strictly for cash, at rock bottom
prices, and in order to rebuild our trade we will
sell by the yard, at piece prices, New Muslins,
Calicoes, Table Linens, Towelings, and many
sorts of New Dress Goods, etc., besides hun
dreds of other things needed by every family.,
Then we have over a thousand pieces of goods
saved from the fire, and these we are selling at
half price and even less, being largely for winter
use.
Think of these prices :
Long coats worth $5.00 for $1.90.
Long coats worth $10.00 for $4.50.
Short coats worth $7.50 for $3.50.
Children’s coats worth 6.00 for $2.50, and
many others in proportion.
A special bargain in $3 short. coats for 90 cts.
All the fine Millinery Goods which was
Prizer’s stock, bought by us, is being sacrificed
a t one-half down to one-quarter price, to close
out.
A large variety of 25 cent ruchings are going
at 5 cents a ruch.
Winter Underwear in all grades away below
other store’s prices.
Thousands of stockings :—
10 cent quality at
It
15
“
li
25
“
u
50
“
Ct
75
“
Bargains in every department a t
store.

5.
9Jic.
17c.
35c.
50c.
our new

9 Cents a Yard,

im u tu e : farerooms! Best American Satines
I extend to the public in general a cordial invi
tation to call at my place and examine
the complete stock of

Furniture, Carpets !
B

This is the best fabric made for the price. The
goods are fine patterns, fast colors, wool finish,
different figures.

ALWAYS IN STOCK A COMPLETE
VARIETY of all kinds and grades of Furniture
for any room in any house. Mattresses, Bed
SpriDgB, Bedding, Comforts, Feathers, Bolsters,
pillows, &c., Ac.

Only 12 cents a pair. Plenty of. them, sizes
Nos. 2 and 3. Very nice and will prove to be
entirely, satisfactory. A t these prices they are
good to put away lor use when wanted.

R ag, Ingrain,

D RESS

S H IE L D S 1

S tair

BRUSSELS - CARPET L B . "
^

— AND—

A T P H IL A D E L P H IA PRICES.
All kinds of repairing and upholstering done
promptly at reasonable prices.
g y Furniture delivered free in first-class
order. Carpets sewed and put down it desired.

W. D. V A LEN TIN E,

Carriage Painter,
( booms

in

c o l l e g e v il l e

s i age

car

W O R K S.)

ppw w yjw

2 6 4 H I G H S T .,

Lettering and Gilding a Specialty.
Estimates cheerfully furn’shed.
with your orders.

Favor me
I6ap.

,

Leading Dealer in Dry Goods, Carpets
Trimmings and Books,

Nos. 76.78,80 ani 82 Main Street,
NORRISTOWN, PA.

J. L. Bechtel.

Carriage Painting and Varnishing of every de
scription promptly executed iu the best manner.
First-class work guaranteed ; prices reasouable.

JÍEXT POO^ TO BAILY’S STOVE STORE,

CASHMERETTES, 1 2 1-Sc.

E D D I N G ,
——& c.,& c.,& e.,----A11 of which I am offering at the LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICES.
Parlor Furniture, latest styles, to suit all tastes,
at the lowest figures.

Leopold’s Row Store :
POTTSTOWN, PA.

Were the patterns the favorite they would be
full value at 15 cents. You who know a good
thiug, when it is not in fashion’s freak, should
look at thé window display, west front of 80 and
82 stores.

N

OTICE TO HAT BUYERS !

S F B IH G ST Y L E S 1
We have received the Spring Shapes of Stiff
H at Blocks, also a large quantity of Stiff H at
Bodies ; therefore we are prepared to offer the
public the leading'Spring Styles in Stiff Hats.
-a----- THE LEADER,-------The raw edge Stiff Hat in fine grades, and very
neat. Our stiff hats are all our owu manufacture
and we will also make to order any style desired.
We also have in stoi-k medium and fine g rid e
Soft Hats and Ohiidren’s-Goods.
Call and examine stock, as goods and prices
always speak for themselves.
LOWNES & WILLIAMS,
346 E. Main Street , N orristown, Px.
(Mowday’s Building, Main St., below Mill S t.)

-¡i Providence

¡t !!-

TERMS:— $1.25 PER YEAR IN ADVANCE.

Thursday, June 25, 1891.
Home Flashes and Stray Sharks from Abroad.

. —May the sons and daughters of
Ursinus who have journeyed again to
the portals of their Alma Mater
—Fully enjoy the commencement
season, 1891 !
—And it will be quite proper should
they glory in the achievements at Ur
sinus hi the past, and rejoice in full
view of her bright prospects for the
future.
_The college graduate who is unable
to thrijl himself or be thrilled by the
memories of college life must be as
dry as punk and dull as the back of a
razor.
—Let the sons and daughters all
hurrah for Ursinus to-day ; and may
thé gliding echoes of their glorious
jubilee spread far and wide..
_The strawberry festivals Saturday
evening at Evansburg and at the Alms
house grove proved to be quite sucsessful.
_Neighbor Alderfer’s brick _house
is steadily on the way. When com
pleted it will be an attractive improve
ment to the lower ward.
:_F. J. Clamer and wife, of Phila
delphia, have taken possession of their
summer home—Glen Farm—near this
place.
: —A. C.-Fetterolf, of Brooklyn, N.
Y., and H. A._Fetterolf, of Philadel
phia, were in town Sunday, attending
the marriage of their brother A. D.
Fetterolf.
—The Royersford Tribune issued a
double number last Saturday, and pub
lished a series of aptly written articles
on Royersford, its attractions, advant
ages, and business enterprises.
j—We take pleasure in saying that,
if nothing unusual occurs to interfere,
if the machinery holds together, if the
safety-valve remains in place, if George
F. Ott keeps up his present gait, if the
water absorbs salt and turns into brine,
if the pipes don’t burst, and the founda
tion don’t' give way ; in short if the
whole plant doesn’t get on a bender ra
illé meantime,
_There will be artificial ice in Collegeville, and plenty of it, on the
Fourth Pay of July, 1891, the glorious
anniversary day of a glorious nation’s
independence.
,—So let us all hope, ifs or no ifs,
there will be lots of ice and plenty of
independence in town Saturday next a
week. With plenty of both we’ll all
hurrah and be happy !
—During the storms of last week,
barns belonging to John Boyer, John
Glass and several others in the upper
end of the county were unroofed.
.—The cherry crop is just immense.
Travel in any direction you please,
and keep your eyes open, you will ob
serve tree after tree heavily laden with
ripfe and ripening cherries.
—Reading is to have, a new Baptist
Church, $20,500 having been subscrib
ed for the enterprise on Sunday',

strong brine, scald it and skim it, and
when perfectly cold and clear fill the
jar with brine to the top and cover
tightly to keep out the dust and set it
away in a cool place. The butter
should always be kept under the brine,
and- no more should be taken at a
time than is necessary for a few days’
use.”

A new turbine water wheel has been
placed in H. R. Thomas’ Mingo Mill.
The old, overshot wooden wheel, was
removed after having done service for
over thirty years.
Samuel Rambo is adding a wagon
house to the improvements of his fer
tile farm.
The commander of the Mingo militia
Commissioners Appointed.
sleeps with an eye open when there
John H. White of Norristown ; are signs of invasions from the enemy.
Jesse S. Kriebel of Worcester, and B.
F. Whitby', of Eagleville, have been
Tombstones.
appointed Commissioners to inquire
into the propriety of dividing Upper
D. T. Buckwalter, the progressive
Salford into two townships.
proprietor of the Enterprise Marble
and Granite Works, of Royersford, is
conducting an extensive business, and
A Tall Stalk of Clover.
David Reiner, of Lower Providence the quality of the work, executed by
was engaged mowing the other day him is up to the standard and at right
when he discovered an unusually prices every time. Within the past
lengthy stalk of clover. He brough it few weeks the orders filled by' him in
to this office Tuesday. It measured cluded fine stones marking the graves
fully five feet in length. Wonder if of Hezekiah Bradford, David Yerger
and Franklin G. Wanner, at Trappe,
Skippack can beat this !
and of Mrs. J. H. Wisler at Wentz's
cemetery', Worcester.
Death.

Israel Rosenberger, aged 69 years,
Fell From a Cherry Tree.
died Friday at his residence at Eagle
ville. The deceased leaves a wife and
A B RO K EN A RM .
one child, Mrs. Horace Place, of Eagle
Monday
forenoon Mrs. Wright,
ville. The funeral was held Tuesday.
mother
of
Mrs.
Joel Harley, fell from
Rev. J. H. Hendricks, conducted the
cherry tree on the Harley premises,
religious exercises. Interment at anear
Trappe, and sustained a fracture
Trinity church cemetery, this place.
of her left arm at the wrist. Dr. M.
Y. Weber, of Evansburg, who was in
The “New Times."
the neighborhood when the accident
The Norristown Daily Times ap occurred, reduced the fracture. The
peared in a new dress Saturday after present indications are that Mi’s.
noon, the-first issue of that paper Wright will- recover the full use of her
under the management of the recently arm in a few weeks, not until the
formed syndicate. The “new Times'’ cherries are all gone, however.
is a column per page larger than the’
old and in several respects is an im-J
Storm Damages in Montgomery.
provement upon its predecessor.
During the thunder and rain storms
the middle of last week, the brick
Norristown High School.
barn of Milton Bickel, New Hanover,
We have received a handsome litlios was considerably damaged ; the gable
graphic invitation to the commence end was knocked in. Jacob Stetler’s
ment exercises of the class of ’91 of I wagon house, in the same neighbor
Norristown Jligh School, in Music hood was demolished, and. the roof of
Hall, Monday afternoon, June 29. The the Lutheran church at Swamp was
list of graduates includes the name of partially blown off and the steeple
William C. Rittenhouse, formerly of damaged. The house of Montgomery
this place and a former attache of this 0? Yorgey, in Lower Pottsgrove,
office, who will deliver one of the near Sanatoga P. O., was struck by
orations.
lightning. The electric fluid ran down
the lightning1 rod, passed off and
struck the kitchen sink, breaking a lot
The Doings of a Wicked Wretch.
On Tuesday evening of last week at of dishes.
Parkersford, two little girls, Jennie
In The Justice’s Court at Shannonrille.
and Annie Knerr, sisters, and Katie
Donnelly were dabbling in the shallow
The long threatened suit of the
water'd' the canal, when they were Evansburg Creamery
Association
approached by a married man, lately a against II. H. Robison came off last
resident of Phoenixville, named Frank Wednesday afternoon before Justice
Bixby7, who endeavored to grasp them of the Peace Aaron Weikel, at Shanand pull them into deep water. He nonville. In this suit the Directors of
succeeded in getting the child Annie the Creamery charge Mr. Robison, the
Knerr there, and she and he were both retiring Treasurer, in January, 1890,
drowned.
with failing to pay over to the new
Treasurer, Mr. John ,.C. Johnson, the
Drowned.
full amount of money due the Cream
William T. Jones, aged 15, was ery. The shortage claimed is about
drowned in the Schuylkill at Norris $11,00, At the hearing the Directors
town, Wednesday of last week. He present, with the- exception of Mr.
accompanied several other boy's who Johnson, testified that they knew noth
went in swimming. Not being able to ing of the amount of money Robison
swim himself he paddled in the water paid to Johnson. Mr. Robison said
near the shore. Finally he became he paid all that was due the Creamery,
imprudent and ventured into deeper while Mr. Johnson said he didn’t.
water, until getting beyond his depth After much contradictory evidence, the
he lost control of himself and was justice reserved his decision until Mon
drowned before his companions ac day'. The ’Squire' has sinCe rendered
tually realized his danger.
his decision in favor of the Creamery
for $11.50 and costs,
Montgomery’s First Court.

—The regalar meeting of the ColThe first court held in Montgomery
legeville W. C. T. U., will be held at county after its organization, Septemthe residence of Mr. F. C. Prizer on 10th, 1794, was in Norriton township,
Wednesday, July 1, at 8 p. m.
in the barn of the “Barley Sheaf”
• —Mrs. Richard Poole, of Trappe, is hotel property, on the Germantown
gradually convalescing. She has been turnpike, a short distance northwest
of Hartranft station. The hotel was
sScriiOHidy ill for some time.
kept by John Shannon. The date was
—The contract has been let for the I December 28th, 1784. The event
laying of the third track of the P. & being one of unusual interest, the at
R. road from Phrenixville to Perki- tendance was large. Frederick A.
omen Junetion, 2|
Muhlenberg presided. He was suc
ceeded nearly a year later by James
—E. L. Hallman uiui 1*1« son Tom Morris, who served until 1789.
will leave to-morrow for a fishing and
hunting trip to parts of Canada ftjjd
7 alley Forge Memorial Association.
New England, returning some time in
August.
The annual meeting of the Valley
—The Ursinus Base Ball Club had Forge Memorial Association was held
a contest with the John B. Stetson on Friday at the Headquarters at
nine, of Philadelphia, Tuesday after Yalley Forge. An election of officers
noon, on the grounds of the former, to serve for the- ensuing year took
resulting in a yiofory for Ursinus. place and the following were elected :
Regent, Mrs. William H. Holstein ;
Score ; 5 to 2,
Vice Regents, Mrs. Ellen C. Hooven,
—General Dechert has decided the Jfenry J. Stager ; Secretary', R. T. S.
N. G, encampment shall be held at Hallowed 5 ’treasurer, F. G. Hobson ;
Devon from July' 16 to 25, both in Executive
F- G, Hobson,
clusive. This encampment will be R, T, S, Haljowell, AH8.- Rebecca
known as Camp Sherman,
Ajjelnnes, Mrs, W. H, Holsjteip, H: J:
Stager.
—When it comes to bicycles and
sporting goods in general neighbor
A Prolific Cherry Tree.
Yost stands up head. See his adver
Frank G. Bean, one of the enter
tisement in another column.
prising young farmers of Worcester,
—Penrose Waltz, 17 years of age, was up this way last week, disposing
was instantly' killed Monday in the of a part of his immense crop of fine
Eureka Slate Quarry, near Siatington, oxheart cherries. While on his way
by being struck in the back with a he didn’t forget the scribe. Mr. Bean
slate slab weighiug five tons.
informed us that one of his trees pro
-—At the session of the State Board duced fifteen bushels of cherries. This
strikes us as being an enormous yield.
thg
ile.
H
are reminded tbftt Isaiah Reiff, of
Lower Providence, also favored the
Religious.
scribe with a lot of luscious oxheart
Episcopal services at St. James- cherries last week,
church, Evansburg, one mile from Collegeville, every Sunday at 10^ a, m., A Clerk Pies While Waiting on a Customer.
and 3 p. m. Rev. A. J. Barrow, rector.
Harry Weikel, a clerk in Bean &
Rev. G. A. Loder, of Philadelphia, Slifer’s/ store, Lansdale, dropped dead
will occupy the pulpit at Augustus Friday' afternoon while waiting on a
Lutheran church, Trappe, next Sunday lady customer. For some time pre
morning, services commencing at 10 vious the young man had been feeling
o ’clock.
unwell, and had concluded to return
Preparatory services Saturday, at 2 home, near Lansdale, Friday evening,
I’- m., at St: Luke’s church, Trappe. to recuperate. Shortly before the ar
Holy Communion will be observed rival of hts father to take him home he
Sunday at 10 a, m. Preaching in the went to wait on a lady' customer, when
evening by the pastor. There will be he staggered and fell upon the floor
preaching every Sabbath evening dur and expired almost instantly. When
ing the month of July',when the pa.s- his father arrived he was deeply
tor will preach a special course of ser grieved upon learning of the death of
_________
mons on the four members of a family bis boy.
—Father, Mother, Sister, Brother,
The New Railroad.

How to Keep Butter.

It is claimed that butter can be
kept monttisif properly worked be
fore storing away and properly stored
away after being worked. Here is a
plan, by . an Illinois lady, that will
bring the answer every time : “First
carefully work out all the buttermilk
nnd put a spoonful of granulated
••sugar over the bottom of the jar with
salt, and pack the butter down firmly
in smooth lawyers, and fill in this way
to within four inches of the top.
Then wet a piece of glean muslin in
salt water and lay it on the butter and
tuck it down around the edges and
cover the cloth with salt a» inch deep
to prevent the brine from growing
weak at the top, Aftey that make a

June Weddings.

The activities of Nature are perhaps
more vigorous in June than during
any other month. Whether this has
anything to do with the art of forming
targets for the shafts of Gupid we are
not authorized to say, though the evi
dence at hand leans towards the affir
mative. Our “wedding”-reporter, who
is a reliable judge of cake, and who
never eats more chicken salad and ice
cream than comes within reach, has
been much occupied of late.
Thursday', June 18, 11a. m., at St.
Luke’s Reformed church, Trappe, Mr.
Q. H, E. Rauch, of Siatington, Pa.,
and Miss May H- Royer, of Trappe,
Pa., were joined in the bonds of wed
lock. The interior of the church edi
fice was uniquely as well as attractively
decorated for the happy marriage oc
casion, and was filled with a large assemblage'of friends of the contracting
parties. Mr. E. G. Squires, of Phila
delphia, presided at the organ, and just
as the first strains of a popular wed
ding march broke the silence the
ushers—Messrs, jf. E. Jones,' Ernest
Longstreth, Ralph Royer ttud Carl
Royer—entered, followed by the maid
of honor, Miss Jessie Flanagan, of
Woodbury, N. J.; the bride and her
father Dr. J. Warren Royer ; and the
bridesmaids, Miss Ruth Kohler of
Glensides, Pa., and Miss Jessie Royer,
the bride’s sister. The groom, with
his best man, Mr. G. A. Leigett,
awaited the bridal party at the altar.
Rev. E. Clark Hibshman, pastor of the
church, performed the ceremony. A
reception followed at tho fesiijpnpe pf
the bride’s parents,, near the ohqrcii,
where a large number of invited guests
were royally entertained, the caterer
in charge being Mr, Bruce, of N orristown, A inong those present from
abroad were Mr. and Mrs. Rauch, par
ents of the groom, of Slatingtou, and
Dr, Herbert and wife, of Germantown,
Pa, After the reception the newly
married couple, jniyiqg received the
hearty congratulations and good wishes
of all, started on a wedding tpur.
Sum]*,,}- morning, at the same church,
A, P: Fetterolf, Deputy PiPFk Of the
CourtsJ of this place, was joined in
matrimony to Miss Bertha C, Kooken,
of Trappe. The ceremony was per
formed by Rev. E. Clark Hibshman
immediately' after the closing devo
tional exercises, in the presence of a
large congregation of friends and mem
bers of the church. H. W. Kratz, Esq.,
of Nqrristown, as best man, escorted
the groom to the altar, followed by the
bride, attired in traveling costume, and
hey brother J, Warren Kookeu. This
marriage pygpt whilst pathep novel in
its consummation, being at vayianpp
with the usual custom in this section,
was much appreciated by all present.
Everybody agreed that “that was a
very nice way to get married,” The
bride and groom were conveyed from
the church to PbcenixvUle, where they
took a train for Atlantic City, their
purpose beiug to visit several points
along the Jersey coast. Upon their
return they will reside at this place.

Thirty-one miles of the Pennsyl
vania Railroad’s Trenton cnLoff ex
tending front Morrisville to the Schuyl
kill Yalley mid was opened for traffic
Monday', The remaining fourteen
miles to Downingtown will be com
pleted within a month, The citizens
of Norristown and vicinity will have
the advantage of two through trains
to New York, without change over the
new Trenton cut-otf branch. Both
trains start from Franklin Avenue, the
first leaving at 9 a. m., and the second
at 5:13 p. m. A tour of inspection
was made on Friday of the new Tren
ton Cut-off, westward of the new
June 17, ’91, at Mount Kirk, Pa., by
Bwcdcsburg bridge, by President Rob
erts and officials, The train consisted Rev. C. R. Brodliead, Mr. Morris M.
of U
Wewgipg aw.d three observation Logan, of Skannonville, and Miss S.
AjtcM
fnus, of Bridgeport.
ears,

and human in his own person the Son
God has made it possible for men
Mrs. Elizabeth Johnson, of Parker- of
to
hold
with God and to
ford, is a visitor in Limerick.this week. find Godcommunion
accessible through prayer and
Joseph Evans, of near Linficld, who inward spiritual intercourse. Finally,
has been attending A. At. Herbhs’ there is a higher meeting with God in
Normal School in Poltstown, has ap the eternal world, and for this meeting
plied for admission to Franklin and we are told to prepare ourselves and to
Marshall College.
fit and qualify ourselves by personal
Dr. S. E. Daub has purchased a holiness. An exhortation to the class
small farm belonging to Harman Weid- followed to make this God not only
enbaugh and recently vacated by' their God by an intellectual knowledge
Daniel Trout, for $1500. Since so of Him, but by personal communion
many bank officials are proving re and fellowship.
Revs. Dr. Williard and Prof. Peters
creant to their trust the Dr., has con
aided
in the devotional exercises and
cluded to invest in real estate.
the music was furnished by the Trinity
The Lawrenceville Bridge Company church choir, A. H. Hendricks, Esq.,
alter doing business for 42 years, dis leader.
posed of their bridge to the Commis
The next event of importance in line
sioners of Chester and Montgomery transpired Tuesday evening, when
counties for $9,600. Next Saturday, General Daniel H. Hastings, of BelleJune 27, at 10 a. m., the Company will fonte, the most effective Republican
sell the toll house, stable, pig pen, the magnet in Pennsylvania politics, with
chicken house, in fact everything con commanding presence and having much
nected with the old corporation except intellect and oratorical skill—spoke to
ing the toll man himself, who belongs the Literary Societies on “What Shall
to his wife by an original contract.
we Do with the College Graduate ?”
The youngest child of Mr. and Mrs. The General’s address was in the main
Jesse Zeigler died last Friday, The a magnificent effort. After stating
funeral was held on Tuesday'. Inter this to be an era of mediocrity and
showing that the absence of great men
ment at the Mingo Meeting House.
was due to the absence of great emer
The Reformed people of Royersford gencies, he pictured the heroes and
have organized a new church. The or statesmen of the past preparing them
ganization was effected by a committee selves for the very work they subse
of Goshenhoppen classis. We pre quently and so signally performed.
sume it is understood that Rev. Ernest H is leading admonition to the young
Clapp, who has been laboring very men was : “ Prepare yourselves for
faithfully'and successfully, too, in that future emergencies, whatever they may
mission, will be elected pastor.
be.” In presenting the various avenues
Miss Ella Moser, who is attending in life open to the College Graduate
the West Chester Normal School, in the General emphasized the importance
writing to a friend in this v cinity, of agricultural and the various business
states that she has the promise of a pursuits, and ou this point his attrac
school in Norriton, term 8 mouths, at tive eloquence was more than matched
$40 per month. Miss Moser formerly by the sound sense revealed by his
taught Walts’ school in Limerick, statements ; illustrating the equal im
term 6 months, at $35 per month. This portance of all legitimate labor and
instance proves that if Limerick does the necessity for educated men in all
not soon take up the march and keep the ranks of life. The paramount im
step to the popular tune of educational portance of education in this country
progress, other teachers will go where lies in the fact that the perpetuity of
they will be appreciated by a just com our free institutions depends upon the
dissemination of knowledge among the
pensation for their services.
masses. His comparison of other
governments with ours illustrated this
Mr. Wanner Will Not Reeonsider.
point very forbiby. “Young man, pre
Mr. J. W. Wanner, Principal of the pare yourself for the emergency' ; get
Collegeville Qranynjtr School for the all the knowledge you can, and be sure
past three years, has determined not to to find out what you are best fitted for
reconsider the withdrawal of his appli and then begin the struggle to win.
cation for that position in the future. * * * A great many men fail because
At the close of the recent successful they persist in doing the wrong thing ;
term Mr. Wanner made applica don’t make this mistake.” In the
tion to be continued as Principal, two course of his observations the General
of the three lower end Directors hav also advised the young men to take an
ing charge of the Collegeville schools active interest in public affairs, to ac
—Messrs. Fetterolf and Fenton—be quaint themselves with the history of
ing well satisfied with his record as a their country, its methods of govern
teacher and therefore in favor .of his ment, its parties past and present, and
re-election. But the third Director, to identify themselves with one or the
Mr. Allebach, for various reasons satis other of the two great parties. Right
factory to himself, started a campaign here he gave the Mugwumps and
of vigorous opposition and finally sent “ holier than thou” citizens a pretty
Mr. Wanner a postal card containing sharp rap. The General believes that
sundry statements. Upon the receipt political parties are just what the peo
of this public missive, Mr. Wanner at ple make them, no better or no worse,
once decided to withdraw his applica and that bad politics reflects upon the
tion. As soon as this became known a people equally as much as upon the
number of the patrons of the school politicians. The address was atten
urgently requested Mr. Wanner to re tively listened to and much appreci
consider his decision, feeling that he ated by tfie thousand or more pe'bple
had received unfair treatment, and being seated in the capacious tent and stand
well satisfied wi,th .him as a teacher for ing on the outside, Excellent vocal
their , children. The following letter music was furnished by a quartette—
from Mr. Wanner is self-explanatory : Misses Laura Wirebaek, Ada Smith
and Mr. Wirebaek, of Philadelphia,
P r o v id e n c e S q u a k Ej June 22,1891.
E d it o r P r o v id e n c e I n d e p e n d e n t :—With and Mr. Morganthall, of Collegeville.
A report of Rev, E, R, Cassaday’s
your permission I will, through your columns,
reply to my friends in Collegeville, who by mall address before the Alumni Associa
and otherwise so earnestly requested me to rer tion, on “Phases of Human Nature,”
consider my determination not to be a candidate and of the Commencement exercises
for re-appoiptment as Principal of the Colleger proper, as well as of the laying of the
ville public schools, There are many ties which comer stone of Bomberger Memorial
draw me to Collegeville, and there are many Hall, will be published next week.
things about the Collegevilld schools that I like,
Every incoming train brings visitors
and I shall ever rememher the many kindnesses from abroad and Ursinus Commence
and courtesies shown me by the good people of ment, (Thursday,) 1891, promises to he
Collegeville, and were it not for a single personal a memorable period in the history of
consideration which I do not care to discuss, I
the institution!
FROM LIMERICK.

From Mingo.

would be pleased to comply with their request,
Roping n1v friends will paffiPP ffif fRf this de
cision, and thanking them for their courteous
treatment, I bespeak for my successor the same
kind consideration from them.
JGHN W. WANNER.
From Yerkes.
The Funeral of Henry Aked.

The funeral of Henry D. Aked from
the residence of A. C. Landes, last
Saturday', was a sad and impressive
occasion. After less than a twelvemonth of happy wedded life the faith
ful husband was separated from his
devoted wife. Tbp fippeased hat} en
deared himself to many friends as an
upright young man possessed of many
admirable qualities and much force of
character. The floral tributes were
profuse. Rev. J. T. Myers, of .Green
Tree, conducted the religious exercises
and spoke feelingly and aptly from
Psalm 90 : “So teach us to number
OUr days that we may apply oqy hearts
unto wisdom,” The palbhearers were ¡
N. N. Bentley, Robert B. Davis, Paul
L. Wolfel, M. Ji Baddy, of Wissahickon (the late home of the deceased)
and A, J. Ashenfelter of Yerkes aud
Dr. E. A. Krusen of Collegeville.

U R S IN U S .
T W E N T IE T H COMM ENCEM ENT.

p t B M C SALE OF

GRASS, HAY, &c.

F

F

F

A

$3113 44
46 43

Balance in band,
ISAAC C. KRATZ.
1891.

$3159 87

ACCOUNT DR.

June 13. —Cash of Ex-Supervisor,
$ 183 35
Gross amt. of duplicate, $2058 42
Exonerations,
7 75- - 2050 67
From County Treasurer on account
of license y2 (2 1 3 75)
106 88

Shoes!

Shoes!

Having greatly increased our large stock of
Men’s, Boys’, Ladies’ and Children’s Shoes,
we invite you to call and examine them
before making your purchases for
the Spring and Summer.

Having had the greater part of our Ladies’
and Children’s Fine Shoes made at the factories;
therefore we c .n’t be outdone either in price or
quality. Our Ladies’ Oxford Ties are dandies.
$2340 90
Onr Ladies’ and Misses’ Kid Shoes can’t be beat.
ACCOUNT CR.
Will not say mneh about our Men’s and Boyt ’
Labor and material in part
$1018 99 Fine Shoes; if you call and examine style,
Lumber bill,
111 60 quality and prioe, you will not go away wlthont
Smith work,
84 78 a pair.
Coping stone,
5 00
Men’s, Boys’ and Women’s Line In Heavy
Nails and spikes,
8 74 Shoes is complete, and at prices to suit the
Surveying,
3 00 times. Can’t be beat on the Celebrated Freed
Printing statements,
5 00 Shoes for Men and Boys. I have fourteen differ
Bond and oath,
1 85 ent kinds to select from and a larger stock of
Labor books,
5 00 them cannot be found at any other place and at
Copies of tax duplicates,
8 00 prices which we defy competition.
Making tax book's for supervisors,
18 00
N. B.—We do not keep any slop shop work
House expenses,
4 00 that is often advertised—“ Men’s Fine Shoes at
To-day at audit,
8 00 75c., Ladies’ at 50c. ; Children’s at 25e.” We
169 days as supervisor, including the
keep a stock that speaks for itself,—we let our
, settling of tag and labor sects,,
338 00 goods do our advertising.
Give us a eall and be convinced. Custom
$1537 30 work and repairing promptly, neatly, and
Balance remaining,
8Q3 60 cheaply done at short notice at the

$8340 90
Above accounts were examined and audited
by thp undersigned, auditors of Upper Provi
dence township, the 13th of June, 1891, and
found correct as reported.
E m a n ’l L o n g a c r e , )
L e w is E. G r i f f i n , >Auditors.
J. W a r r e n R o v e r , )

YO UR A TTEN TIO N ,

FARM ERS
I f you want to save money and run no

Farming Implements,

flfi^Ironbridge Shoe Store
I t a h n S t a t io n .

3*p

A. W . L O U X .

BARGAINS
FOR THE

S U M M E R O F 1891

D R Y G O O D S!
All-wool Cassimere, 50c., worth 75c. yard.
Bed Ticking, only 15c., guaranteed to hold
feathers. Plaid Skirting, 4 yds. for 25c. Good
Standard Gingham, 4 yds. for 25c., fast colors.
Heavy Unbleached Muslin, 4 yds. for 25c. Good
quality Cottonade, 15c. yard. Extra heavy Out
ing Flannel, only 10c., cheap at 12c. 4 yards of
Toweling for 25c, Mosquito Netting, by pieces,
2 yds. wide, 45c.
Ready-made Pants for $1.00, and very good.
AH New Shades of Outing Shirts for 40c. and
50 cents.

dents’ Black Stiff Yacht Hats,
50, 60, 75c. and $1.00.
All Shades of Gents’ Kid Driving Gloves, $1.00
and $1.35.

OUR SHOE DEPARTMENT
las Never So

o st i

Wednesday morning, between Fenton’s
L
Store aud the Collegeville Carriage Works, a

Our $1,25 and $1,68 Ladies’ Kid Shoes are un
surpassed.
Ladies’ Oxford Ties, only $1.00 and $1,25.
Extra Fine Dongola Kid Shoe, $2.00 and $2.50,
guaranteed.
Misses’ Kid Shoe, only $1.25.
Men’s Plow Shoes, $1.25 (Freed’s make].
Men’s and Boys’ Boston Club Shoes, only $1.25,
very easy on the feet.
Lawn Tennis Shoes, 40, 50 and 00 cents.

pocket-book. The finder wpl he suitably re-,
warded by leaving the same at
THIS OFFICE
.
All persons are hereby strictly forbidden,
N
under penalty of law, to trespass on the prem
o t ic e t o t r e s p a s s e r s

ises of the undersigned in search of cherries,
berries, other fruit, or game. All offenders will
be dealt with according to law.
junto.
ANNA BRUNNER, U. Providence

A

I

L

Qat&frh Can’t be Curefl
risks in buying
With LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they cannot
reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh is a blood
or constitutional disease, and in order to cure it
you have to take internal remedies. H all’s Ca
tarrh cure is taken Internally, and acts directly
on the blood and mucous surfaces. Hall’s Ca
Come and see me before purchasing elsewhere.
tarrh Cure is no quack medicine. I t was pre
scribed by one of the best physicians in this
All machinery guaranteed to give satis
country for years, and is a regular prescription.
faction, or no salé. Also
I t is composed of the best tonics known, com
bined with the best blood purifiers, acting di
rectly on the mucous surfaces. The perfect
COB)h!n<ttlQn of the two ingredients Is what prodaces sqeb wonderful results lu curing catarrh. (5 drawers,) for $81. Guaranteed for 5 years.
Send for testimonials free.
L . B. W IS M E R ,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
For sale at Culbert’s Drug Store, Collegeville, Near Station,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Pa.
9&p3m.

UDITOR’S NOTICE.—In the Orphans
Court of Montgomery county. Estate of
Salile D. Fox, late of Lower Providence, Mont
gomery county, dec’d. The undersigned audi
tor appointed by said court to pass upon excep
tions and make distribution of the
pojnaihing in t h e ' q f Joseph
Gfqtwals, admjp|stratqr qf sajd
hereby gives notice
tliat he will meet all parties interested, for the
purpose of his appointment, at his office, Np.
207, Swede Street, Norristown, Pa., on Thursday,
thè lfith day of July, 1891, at 10 o’clock a. mV,
when and where said parties are requested to
attend.
junl8.
E.r Ia AC$ER, Auditor.

f

Will be gold at public sale on SATURDAY,
JUNE 27,1891, ou the (formerly Tyson’s) farm
near Areola, Lower Providence township, about OUR BUSINESS is to supply Fresh and Reliable
40 acres of Grass in lots, and about 10 tons of Garden Beeds, Greenhouse, Bedding and Vege
Hay and 10 tons of Rye and Wheat Straw by the table Plants, etc., to all having use for the same.
OUR AIM is to have the very best that is in
ton. Sale to commence at 1 o’clock. Condi
the market, and at prices within the reach of all.
tions at sale by
We
have an unusually large and select stock
ISAAC WANNER.
from which to choose, and are satisfied that we
can please the moBt fastidious with our goods.
o t o f f i n e io w a h o u s e s
A gentle hint would not come amiss, at this
At Private Sale.
time, namely : Order early, before the rush, and
I arrived at my stables at Limerick
get the best choice, as some stock is very low
Square, Montgomery county, on Wed
and cannot he duplicated at prices quoted.
nesday, June 17. 1891, with a lot of Ex-1
VEGETABLE PLANTS.—Our Sp e c ia l t y .
trà Fine Iowa Horses from the West
Those in want of extra good horses will please
' Doz 100 11000
call aud examine for themselves.
ISAAC T MILLER, Limerick Square.
Beet, Early Eclipse,
I .0 « .40
Cabbage, Early, 8 kinds, transp , .10 .65 ?
“
Burpee’s All Head, “ rI-- .12 .75
o r sa ee.
Cauliflower, Early Snowball, “
.20 1.50
A large two-and-a-half story brick house, Egg Plant, N. Y , Large Purple, j
having 13 rooms ; cellar under whole. Lot 73
transplanted,
.30 2 00
by 200 feet. The improvements all first-class. Pepper, Ruby King and Golden!
Within 250 yards of Collegeville Station. Terms
Upright, transplanted,
.18 1.00 '8
easy. For further particulars apply to
Tomato, Iguotnm and Matchless,
(new) transplanted,
.24
1.50, 10
W. II. BLANCHFORD, Collegeville, Pa.
“
Volunteer and Dwarf I
Champion, transplanted, .1811.00 8
“
Beauty, Mikado and
OR SALE.
Trophy, transplanted,
•12| .75 6
A farm of 145 acres, near College ville, Sweet Potato, Red and Yellow,!
ready May 20,
.30
known as the Z mmerman Farm, Will be sold
as a whole or In tracts to suit, For further Lettuce, (Fall Sown,) Large
heads,
.06 .50
particulars apply to
ljan.
JAMES G. DETWILEB.
GREENHOUSE AND BEDDING PLANTS, &c.
Coleus, 10 varieties, assorted, 5c. each ; S0f.
OR SALE.
per doz ; $4 00 per 100. Geraniums, 14 varieties,
assorted,
strong plan s, 10c. each ; $1.00 per
A 30 h. p., Boiler and Engine, both in good
eondiiion, the boiler being almost as good as doz.; $8.00 per 100. Geraniums, Souvenir Do
new. Also a Creamery Separator, having a Mirande, finest variety extant, 25c. each Manettia Bieolor, an elegant climber, a favorite
first.class bowl. Apply at
everywhere, 15o. each. Roses, Best Tea and
16ap.
THIS OFFICE.
Hardy, 20c to 50c each. Verbenas, an immense
stock of Mammoth varieties, assorted, 5c. and
7c. ca.-h ; 5l)c. and 75c per doz Tuberose Bulbs»
c c o u n t s o f n i c e r v is o r s
ol* I pprr Providence Township. Pearl, extra large, là:, each ; 60e fa*r doz. A
large i,nanti \ of Hanging Basket, aud Vane
JACOB WILLIAMS.
Plants, at 50c. per doz. fine Palms, 50e.. 75e.
to h l..
ACCOUNT DK.
ami $1 00.
June to.—Gross amount of du
SEEDS, IMPLEMENTS, &c.
plicate
$2564 14
Look over your stock of seeds and sec what '
Exonerations,
19 67- -$2544 47 kinds
are short. Send to us for Seed Catalogue,
I.oan of Dr. Lewis Royer,
500 (K fret, i: akc out your old, re ahead f the season,
Old Iron and Lumber sold,
8 5i: and we will fill them with reliable seeds. We
From County Treasurer on
carry the largest stock of seeds in the county, and
acet. of License ]4 (213 75)
106 81 can quote prices, wholesale or retail, be you
market or private gardener.
$3159 87
Grape Vines, Small Fruits, Grass Seeds, Hardy
ACCOUNT CB.
Shrubbery, Lawn Mowers (lower than ever be
Labor and material,
$1347 70 fore), Implements, etc. For prices and descrip
On aect. of new road (Creamery),
185 64 tions, send for price list free.
All orders by mail, and those left with the
Bridge at Port Providence and labor, 619 50
Loan and six months interest,
515 00 Collegeville Bakers will receive prompt atten
tion
aud be delivered, on their routes, free of
Scraper iron and freight,
8 25
Lime,
2 10 charge.
Printing,
4 00 H O R A C E
Bond and oath,
1 25
Labor Book,
5 00 Seedsman, Florist and Vegetable Plant Grower,
To-day at audit,
2 00
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Auditors (3) &c.,
7 00
208 days as Supervisor, including the
settling of tax aud labor acet.,
416 00

for Fine Groceries,
V CTOR HIGH GRADES,

WE CAN’T BE BEATEN.
Choice Bee-Hive Syrup, only 50c. g a l.' Good
Table and Baking Syrup, only 40c.
Best quality New Orleans Molasses, 60c. gal.
Extra Fat No, 2 Mackerel, only $1.25 a bucket.
New White Fish, 10 lb. buckets, 75c.
White Wine Vinegar, 25c. gal.
8 cans fine Corn, 25c. | 3 cans Tomatoes, 25c.
4 lbs. best Head Rice for 25c.
4 lb. Box Starch, 25c.
1 lb. best Chewing Tobacco, 25c. Pickles, 10c.
doz. Full Cream Cheese, 15c, lb. Finest Gin
ger Snaps, 10c, lb.> or 3 for 25c. Water Crack
ers, 3 lbs, for 25c,. Still have a few Old Potatoes,
$1.3(1 bushel, FULL LINE OF HARDWARE,
OILS, DRUGS, PAINTS, CEMENT, PLASTER
PARIS, OIL CLOTHES, Ac. Extra heavy Fly
Screen Doors, all sizes, for $1.00 and $1.25.
Window Screens, all sizes, 25 and 85c. Agent
for Allentown Ready-mixed Paints. Save agents’
big profits by purchasing The Demorest Sewing
Machine for $19,50, with all attachments, deliv
ered free. Orders by mail promptly attended to
aud goods delivered to all parts.

The proceedings of the Twentieth
4 fil8 5 Cfomnieneeinent of Ursinus College
were »ifiiigin’fiiPi} PHUrtuy MvstoUig tiy
the acting Rresidfipt Rev. Henry WSuper, D. D., who delivered the Bacca
laureate sermon in Trinity church, the
use of the tent during the unpropitious
N O N P A R E I L , $ 40.
weather existing at the time was not
considered advisable. Dr, Super s
text WfiS taken from Rsfilp» lxxvii, 13 1
UDITOR’S NOTICE.—In the Orphans’
V IC T O R
Court of Montgomery county. In the
‘‘Who is so great a Cfpd as our God ?
of the estate of Hannah J. Streeper, late
Tfie following is a brief outline of the matter
of Upper Providence township, Montgomery
discourse :
county, dec’d. The undersigned auditor, ap
He said that nations are largely in pointed by saidr court to pass upon the excep
tions to the first account of J. W. Sunderland,
fluenced in their, progress and civiliza executor
of said estate, and to
distribution
tion by their ideas of an over-ruling of the balance fquqd \n ihp hands of said exeuW. P. FENTON,
tpr.
hereby
gjycs
qptjce
that
he
will
meet all
Deity, JiLthese rise no higher than
Gets There
parties interested, for the purpose of his ap21feb
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
the material world, or a prhfial for°e bonitiqept,
at his office, No. 9 Airy Street, Nor
lying in nature, low motives are pre ristown, op Tuesday, the H th day of July, XB9T,
sented for the performance of duty. at 10 o’clock, a, m,» when anepwhere said parties
THE COLLEGEVILLE
The highest good becomes the gratifi are requested to attend.
H. U. BRUNNER, Auditor.
cation of the sensual appetites. As
V ictor C ushion Tire.
the thoughts are elevated to a Higher
Being with the attributes of purity, B L A C K S M I T H I N G ! COLUMBIA,
$135.
love and spiritual existence, their mo
HARTFORD,
.
•
100.
tives and purposes are likewise ele
vated to higher moral and spiritual The undersigned has taken possession of the old LOVEL,
,
*
86. I beg leave to remind the public that I am still
stand (formerly Brunner’s) just aboyé
ends. The life of nations is largely
omen Brldgg hpjipli ¡qif} is pyppared tp
COVENTRY RIVAL, 75. at the old stand, and expect to remain for some
moulded by their views of the nature
time to come—ready to receive all orders for all
■do all kinds of— L—
of Hod, their eustpms, hahR^i mappers,
kinds of Carriages, Buggies and Spring Wagons,
JUNIOR, $20 to $35.
depending on their religion, and this BLACKSMITIIlNG In a satisfactory manner.
at GREATLY REDUCED PRICES. Best ma
terial used ; satisfaction guaranteed ; second
again on their views of Jehovah.
HORSE SHOEING a specialty.
hand wagons taken In exchange, and generally
He then showed that the God of the
on hand for sale.
ÎÎP pains spared in doing strictly fllrt-PlftPS
Bible is presented as a Spirit, yet with work.
We offer a good rubber-top buggy for $75 and
out paptheistip eopfpsien; as a Fivther
$80. The best for $90 and $95, using any kind
S. T. WILSON.
FISHING
TACKLE
of
spring desired aud made in the latest style.
foil of grace and compassion in eon.
I would eall special attention to the Duplex
trast with the God of the Deist i as
— AND—
Gear, most suitable for business and pleasure
STATE NOTICE.
love exhibiting itself in those bom of
wagons ; body hangs close to the ground ; light,
God and generating acts of charity
Estate of Academus Kohler, late of. Upper
strong, durable and cheap.
and benevolence in the hearts of men, Providence, deceased. Letters of administra
Repairing of all kinds will receive prompt and
upon said estate having been granted to the
careful attention. Wheels of all kinds furnished
and filling the world with every bless tion
undersigned, all persons indebted to the same
at
short notice. Always In stock a full supply of
ing. To reach this God we-must come are requested to make immediate settlement,
spokes, rims and shafts, as well as other repair
to Him in faith, and in obedience and those having claims upon said estate will
material' Charges always reasonable.
without delay to
through His Son Jesus Christ, who is present them
Very truly yours,
ABRAM H. TYSON, Administrator,
the mediator and -who has revealed the Or hts attorneys,
Collegeville, Pa,
R. H. GRATER,
ÇQU.EQEVJLLB, PA,
17apFather to men. In uniting the divine Robson & Hepc|rick8, Norristown, Pa. '(rpa.

CREDENDA

DIAMOND,

A

Cushion Tire

Every Time!

C arriageW orks !

Bicycle Suits, Bells and Sundries!

(Jeneral Sporting G 00-s !
G .W

.Y O S T

WILBUR J. MAUGER,
(S uccessor t o DANIEL SHULER,)

;i;¡;¡;ii!;a ;a a i¡;!;a ¡H i!iia ia a ;M a
I m i M n 1. t a t e t l a i n ,

M

S

Trappe, Montgomery Go., Pa.

ii ¿II Its
WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.
Coffins and Caskets of all description on hand
and furnished at short notiee. Chairs furnished
for use at funerals free of charge.
ISFW ill meet trains at Collegeville, Royersford, and Spring City.
13?" Telegraph Office—Collegeville, Pa.

ENTERPRISE

ÏÏAEBLE WORKS
ROYERSFORD, Mont. Co., Pa.
I would announce to my friends and the public,
th a t I am now prepared to furnish

ALL KINDS OF MARBLE WORK
AT REASONABLE PRICES.
M o n u m e n t s and T o m b st o n es , of Italian or

American Marble or Granite, in the
finest and latest designs.

G a lv a n ized - R ailings,
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
ble Work, for the bases of
B U IL D IN G S, S T E P S , S IL L S , E T C ., E T C
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
turned out at the E n t e r p r is e W o r k s . Call and
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto’:
liLow prices and fair dealings,
R E SP E C T F U L ! Y,

D. Theo. Buckwalter.

June 8-ly.

TRAPPE

H a r n e s s S to r e !
A FULL STOCK OF

HARNESS
—AND—

H o rse G o o d s
Always on hand.
New Harness of every description made to or
der of the best material promptly. Good stock
and good workmanship guaranteed. No matter
what you may want in the line of harness or
horse goods in general, I can furnish you with
the same at right prices. Light and heavy Col
lars, Whips, Blankets, Horse Covers, Fly Nets,
&c., &c.

R epairing or W hatever D escription
Promptly and neatly done. Favor me with your
orders.

W. R. Wersler,
TRAPPE, PA.

2maly

W. E. Johnson, Proprietor.
— A FU LL L IN E OF ALL K IND S OF—

H O R SE

G O O DS,

Including blankets, lap covers, whips, fly nets,
&c. A full stock of collars always on hand,
and all kinds of the best harness manufactured
a t short notice. Ordered work and repairing
will receive prompt attention.
27janyl

"VfOTICE TO TAXPAYERS.—In pursuance
■IN of an aet of Assembly, approved March
17th, 1869, and supplementary acts thereto, the
Treasurer of Montgomery county will meet the
tax-payers of said county, at the following
named times and places, for the purpose of re
ceiving the State and County taxes for the year
1891, assessed In their respective districts, viz :
Borough of Royersford, at the public house of
Thomas A. Frey, Thursday, June 25, from 9%
to 2.
Township of Worcester, at the public house
of Robert C. Lownes, Friday, June 26, from 10
to 8.
Township of Perkiomen, at the public house
of David EL Bean, Friday, July 8, from 9% to
S%.
Township of Limerick, at the public-house of
H. H. Schlichter, Monday, July 6, from 10 to 3.
Township of Douglass, West district, at the
public house of Jacob L. Biekel, Tuesday, July
7, from 8 to 11.
Township of Douglass, East district, at the
public house of H. H. Reninger, Tuesday, July
7, from 1 to 4.
Township of New Hanover, at the public bouse
of A. E. Weand, Wednesday, July 8, from 9 to 8.
Township of Frederick, West district, at the
public house of H. Walter Williams, Thursday,
July 9, from 8 to 12.
Township of Frederick, East district, at the
public house of Horace B. Harley, Thursday,
July 9, from 1 to 4.
Township of Skippack, at the public house of
Henry G. Croll, Friday, July 10, from 9 to 2.
Township of Marlborough, at the public house
of Samuel Barndt, Monday, July 13, from 9 to
12.
Borough of Greenlane, at the public house of
George Scbenkel, Monday, July 13, from 1 to 3.
Township of Upper Hanover, at the public
bouse of Jonas Haring, Tuesday, July 14, from
10 to 3.
Borough of East Greenville, at the public
house of N. B. Keely, Wednesday, July 15, from
8 to 12.
Borough of Pennsburg, at the public house of
D. K. Graber, Wednesday, July 15, from 1 to 4.
Township of Upper Salford, East district, at
the public house of Jacob P. Dannehower,
Thursday, July 16, from 9 to 11.
Township of Upper Salford, West district, at
the public house of John C. Hendricks, Thurs
day, July 16, from 1 to 4.
Township of Lower Salford, at the public
house of V. S. Zeigler, Friday, July 17, from 9
to 2.
‘
Township of Franconia, at the public house of
Harry N. Kulp, Monday, July 20, from 9 to 2.
Borough of Souderton, at the public house of
John Q. Hunsberger, Tuesday, July 21, from 8
to ll.
Township of Hatfield, at the public house of
James H. Carver, Tuesday, July 21, from 1 to 4.
Township of Towamencin, at the public house
of Albert Biekel, Wednesday, July 22, from 10
to 2.
Borough of Lausdale, at the public house of
E. K. Crouthamel, Thursday, July 23, from 9
to 3.
Township of Montgomery, at the public house
of Philip H. Brown, Friday, July 24, from 10 to 2.
Township of Horsham, at the public house of
George D. Hobensack, Monday, July 27, from
10 to 2.
Township of Upper Dublin, a t the public
house of Charles H. Palmer, Tuesday, July 28,
from 9 to 12.
Borough of Ambler, at the public house of
John D. Cooper, Tuesday, July 28, from 1 to 4.
Borough of Hatboro, at the public house of
Harry Wilson, Wednesday, July 29, from 10 to 3.
Township of Moreland, Lower district, at the
public house of Frank Schuck, Thursday, July
30, from 8 to 11,
Township of Moreland, Upper district, at the
public house of Chas. F. Ehrenpfort, Thursday,
July 30, from 1 to 4.
Township of Abington, Lower district, at the
residence of Abel Roberts, Friday, July 31,
from 8 to 11.
Township of Abington, Upper district, at the
public house of Frank Yerkes, Friday, July 31,
from 12 to 4.
Borough of Jenkintown, at the public house
of J . F. Cottman, Tuesday, August 4, from 9
to 2.
Township of Cheltenham, East district, at the
public house of Benj. E. DuBree, Wednesday,
August 5, from 9 to 2.
Township of Cheltenham, West district, at the
public house of 8. R. Clayton, Thursday, Au
gust 6, from 10 to 2.
Township of Pottsgrove, Lower, at the public
house of L. B. Bechtel, Friday, August 7, from
9 to 12.
Township of Pottsgrove, Upper, a t the public
house of Samuel Geiger, Friday, August 7, from
1 to 3.
Borough of Pottstown, Second and Third
wards, at the public house of Wm. O’Brien,
Monday, August 10, from 9 to 3.
Borough of Pottstown, Fourth and Fifth
wards, at the public house of Edward A Kelly,
Tuesday, August 11, from 9 to 3.
Borough of Pottstown, Sixth and Seventh
wards, at the public house of N. B. Fryer, Wed
nesday, August 12, from 9 to 3.
Borough of Pottstown, Eighth ward, at the
residence of Mrs. Wm. J. Ritter, Thursday, Au
gust 13, from 8 to 11.
Botough of Pottstown, Ninth ward, at the
public house of J . W. Guldin, Thursday, August
18, from 1 to 4.
Borough of Pottstown, West ward, at the pub
lic house of Elizabeth Shuler, Friday, August
14, from 8yi to 3%.
Taxes will be received at the County Treas
urer’s office from June 1 to September 15, from
8)4 to 12 a. m., and from 1 to 8 p. m.
Correspondence to receive attention must be
accompanied by postage for reply, and in all
cases location of property must be definitely
given.
Inquiries relative to taxes, received after Sep
tember 10, will not be answered.
Taxes not paid to the County Treasurer on or
before the 15th day of September, 1891, will be
given into the hands of a collector, when 5 per
cent will be added for collection, as per a it of
Assembly.
EDWIN S. STAIILNECKER,
Treasurer of Montgomery County.
County Treasurer’s Office, )
Norristown, May 1,1891. )

Our facilities for execu
V I S I T T H E O L D ting JOB WORK are such
w
^
|?J as to enable us to do strict
C /3
Ex)
*TJ ly first-class work prompt
ly and at reasonable prices.
(4
The Job Work done at the
<8
Independent Office favor
W
UPPER PROVIDENCE SQUARE ably compares with that
—FOR BARGAINS IN—
done anywhere in the
Harness and all Horse Goods! county. Favor us with
The best grades of working and driving Col your orders and we will
lars. First-class material used in making new
stock and in all repairs. Full stock of blankets,
robes, lap covers, and everything in the line of do our best to serve you
the business. Repairing attended to promptly.
well.
Cigars and Tobacco.
C. M. HALLMAN.
If you have anything to
Successor to J. G. Detwiler.
sell and want to sell it, and
CHAS. H. DETW ILER,
if you want your neighbors
Veterinary Surgeon &Dentist and the rest of mankind to
Graduate Ontario Veterinary College.
Honorary Member Ontario Vet. Med. Aesocia’n. know that you have some
thing to sell and want to
sell it—no m atter what it
is—A D V E R T IS E in the
columns of the Indepen
dent. The best advertising
medium in the middle sec
tion of Montgomery Co.
W herever the Independent
circulates it is eagerly
scanned by interested read
ers. It is read by at least
Dentistry a Specialty.
Symptoms are tossing of the head, tongue loll- 3500 people every week,
ing, drawing on one rein, frothing at the mouth,
discharge from the eyes, difficulty in masticat and its circulation is stead
ing food, abnormal growth, caries teeth, &c.
Diseases of all domesticated animals treated. ily increasing.
Lame horses and chronic diseases will be treated

a t the Infirmary if desired. CASTRATION of
horses and colts in the standing position. Special
attention given to surgical operations. Tele
phone at Office. Iron Brictge Exchange No. 1.

n*iiesHa°m! j

Iron Bridge, Pa.

OR MEN ONLY!

For LOST or FAILING MANHOOD;
General and NERVOUS DEBILITY;
j Weakness of Body and Mind, Effects
U
of
Excesses
in Old
or Yoons.
. 11
nnErrors
n #_ 11_ or
■>_t
- _A U__
i - __i___
.? j

Bobtut, Noble MANHOODtally Restored. How to enlarge and
StroBffthenWEAK. UNDEVELOPEDORGANS* PARTSOF BODY.
Absolutely unfailing HOME TREATMENT—Benefits In a day.
Men testify from 60 States aad Foreign Countries. Write them.
Descriptive Book, explanation aad proofs mailed (sealed) Area*

«Mw* ERIE MEDICAL 0 0 ., BUFFALO, N, Y.

P A T E N

T S

Caveats and Trade Marks btalned, and all Fat
ent Business conducted for M ODEBA T E F E E S.
Our office is opposite the U. S. Patent Office,
We have no sub-agents, all business direct,
hence can transact patent business in less time
and at less cost than those remote from Wash
ington.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip
tion. We advise if potentable or not, free oi
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.
A book, “ How to Obtain Patents,” with refer
ences to actual clients in your State, county, or
town. Address
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
14oc) Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.

with the cultivator or hoe, and freeing
the plants from weeds.
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
' About the middle of August we be
gin
the “earthing-up,” necessary for
Passenger trains leave Collegeville Station as
follows :
the blanching and whitening of that
FOB P H IL A D E L PH IA AND POINTS SOUTH.
which is wanted for use during the
M ilk .............. ........................................ 6.36 a. m.
Accommodation..............................
.8.02 a. m. months of September, October and
Market.............................................
1.10 p. m. November. The first operation is that
A c c o m o d a t i o n ..........................
..4.16 p. m .
of “handling.” After all the soil has
FOB ALLBNTOW N AND P O IN T S N OBTH AND WEST.
Mall.....................
....7 .8 9 a. m. been drawn lip against the plant with
Accomodation...............................................9.02 a.m.
Market...........................................................3.20 p.m. the hoe, it is further drawn close
Accommodation........................................... 6.47 p.m. around each plant by the hand, firm
SUNDATS— SOUTH.
M ilk ........... ........... . . . v . . , . . r . . . . . . . . 6 . 3 6 a. m. enough to keep the leaves in an up
Accomodation.................... -.................. 6.12 p. m. right position and prevent them from
N O B TH .
This being done, more
Accommodation............................................7.54 a.m. spread ng.
Milk......................................... ............... 7.18p. m. soil is drawn against the row (either
by the plow or hoe, as circumstances
PHILADELPHIA AND READING R. R.
require), so as to keep the plant in this
upright position.
SHOBT AND D IBECT BOUTE TO P H IL A D E L PH IA ,
NEW T O B E , N EW EN G LA ND , TH E
The blanching process must, how
SOUTH AND W EST.
ever, be finished by the spade, which
is done by digging the soil from be
On and after May 10,1891,
tween the two rows, and banking it
TB A IN S LEAVE COLLEGEVILLE
(Via. Perkiomen R. R., connecting at Perki clear up to the top on each -side of the
omen Junction) as follows :
Farm, Field and
F ob P h il a d e l p h ia —week days, 6.36, 8.02, row of celery.--—
а. m., 1.10, 4.16, p. m. Sundays, 6.36, a. m., Stockman.
r a il r o a d s

б.

THIS SEASON.

.

12, p. m.

F ob N bw Yobk —weeks days, 6.36, 8.02, a.

iGristock <fe Vanderslice,«

Collegeville, Pa.,
For years we have had a great deal to do with cloth
ing the people of Montgomery county. From year to
year we have made many im portant improvements,
just as a growing business has stimulated greater and White and Yellow Pine, and Hen-lock
more intelligent effort.
LUM BER,
This season is no exception. On the contrary the Various grades, dressed and undressed.
vast array of
SH IN G LES, split and sawed.
SPRING CLOTHING
P IC K E T S , C ED A R A ND C H E S T N U T
We have prepared for the existing season will show
R A IL S.
greater perfection and more advanced ideas than any
Preceding Stock. Improved organization, wider L e h i g h a nd S c h u y l k i l l
thought and increased endeavor, the natural outcome
of larger experience, enable us to offer you not only
finer Ready-to-Wear-Clothing, but lower priées than
heretofore. The combinations for your advantage and
comfort bespeak for us a handsome increase in sales,
and your continued support and encouragement will
certainly nerve us to stm greater effort to deserve your
patronage. In nearly every instance
C O A L . - - C O A L.
OUR PRICES
F L O U R ,
Are much lower than those of any other house, and by
way of emphasizing this assertion we herewith give a Corn, B ran , M id d lin gs,
few suits taken at random from our great stock. The OATS, L IN SE E D M EAL,
goods in question include only this season’s newest and
AND CAKE .M EAL.
best styles, and we are positive they cannot be dupli Shoemaker's Phosphate,
and others. Harrison’s
cated anywhere for less than 25 or 30 per cent more Town and Country Paint,—second
to none In
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
money.
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and
d e a l e r s in

A

FOWLS TALK.
Very tame hens often show a desire
to talk to you, and it is usually possi
Trains for Baltimore, Washington, the South
and West, via. B. &. O. R. R., leave Girard Ave ble to understand their meaning. Once
nue Station (P. <&R. R. R.,) at 4.06, 8.01, 11.27, a Cochin, whose 'years and breeding
а. in., 4.24, 5.42, 7.13, p. m . Sundays,
entitled her to a separate perch, came
4.06, 8.01, 11.27, a. m., 4.24, 5.42, 7.13, p. m.
A TLANTIC CITY D IV ISIO N .
and stood in front of me, looked me
Strictly All-wool Cheviot Men’s Suits, $8.50 and $10.00, In the latter range you’ll find very fencing.
Leave Philadelphia, Chestnut Street W harf and full in the face and complained loudly handsome light and dark colors in cassinieres, black cheviots and worsteds that are A 1 wearers.
South Street Wharf,
A t $12, $14 and $15 we show the most beautiful light and dark eassimeres, black cheviots and the
of something I could not translate very latest braze entitled, Home Spun. Suits made with double breasted coats and double breast
FOB ATLANTIC CITY.
C O L L E G E V IL L E
Week days—Express, 9.00, a. m., 2.00, 4.00, further. Patient investigation revealed ed vests. In every particular they are gotten up just as stylish and fit ju st as well as though they
were
made
for
you.
5.00 p. m. Accommodation, 8.00, a. m., 4.15,
o ller
f?
iu b ills i
thata.one end of her perch had slipped
б.
30 p. m. Sundays—Express, 8.00, 9.00
m. Accommodation, 8.00a. m., and 4.30 p. m.
down, and Mrs. Buff had no idea of
O LLER
W
IVIlIILLS !
A. WEITZENKORN & SONS,
B E T U B N IN G , LEAVE A TLANTIC CITY
sleeping
on
an
inclined
perch.
An
Depot, corner of Atlantic and Arkansas Ave
other time a nervous little Leghorn Pottstown, Pa.
nues :
Largest Clothiers in Interior Penna. FOR SALE AT WHOLESALE PRICES
Week days—Express, 7.00,8.00, 9.00, a. m. met me at the henhouse door fairly
4.00, p. m. Accommodation, 6.00, 8.10 a. m.,
and 4.30 p. m. Sundays—Express, 4.00, 5.00, screaming and jumping with excite
D U R IN G S E E D T IM E A N D H A R V E S T
6.00p. m. Accommodation, 7.30 a. m., an d 5.01 ment. I understood, from the cackle
p. m.
C. G. HANCOCK,
And Between Times we are always prepared to supply our patrons with the BEST
which finished each sentence, that she
Our Own Make and Western. E xAGRICULTURAL MACHINERY IN THE MARKET, and we invite
A. A. McLEOD,
Gen. Pass. Ag’t.
cellent Grade.
had
been
disturbed
on
her
nest.
I
did
Pres, and Gen. Manager.
all to call and axamine our stock. We are selling now
not wonder at her new powers of cack
ling when I found the nest occupied t h e K in s ro .AnvroisrG- zbitstideifis. t h e
Department of Agriculture. by my cat and three small kittens.
When the chickens first begin to
POOR SEEDS.
—ANDmove in the egg, just before hatching,
Seeds that are good may fail to the mother hen sings to them a low
grow, so that good seeds and those crooning song, very sweet and never
that produce' good plants are not c.o- heard at any other time. A friend told
extensive terms. Many good seeds me that her canary startled her one
OUR OWN MAKE.
fail to produce good plants because day by an entirely new call. It was
there are many causes for failure in so plainly, “Come here, quick,” that
the production of a plant outside of she hurried to the cage to find an
.«esartflBä
the seed. For this reason the tests enormous cat with its face pressed
l i l i & Full Stock o f all Other Kinds
known as germination trials made in against the window pane staring in at
o f Feed.
test boxes are not more than sugges poor Ned—a danger sufficiently great hJm The Only Successful Lown Down Machine in the W orld.
tive guides as to the vitality of the to account for the new call.
I t draws 25 per cent, lighter than any otheiygQes over bills where others fail ; handles better than
(having an open head,) shells out less grain, scatters less ¿tr-aw on the field, has fewer parts,
seeds inspected.
There are but two ways by which all,
and weighs lighter than any other machine in the market. The following responsible and wellOne of the reasons for a failure of one can hear animals converse. One known
farmers used this machine last year, and they will furnish all reference needed : Enos Det
seeds to grow is that they were gath is by hastening to them when they are wiler, Ironbridge; Garrett Hunsicker, Creamery ; James Hoffman, W orcester; Joseph Custer,
Trappe ; Jol?n Penny packer, Schwenksvil.e. We have the BUCKEYE LIGHT MOWER, which
P A I S T B R O S .,
ered before they were fully mature. If not aware of your presence, always a stands No. 1. Besides, we have the leading Hay Tedders—the Thomas <fc Bulliard—qualities un
questioned.
The
Royal
Self-Dump
Hay
Rake
is
a
dandy.
A
t
the
saipe
time
you
can
look
at
our
COLLEGEVILLE,
—
PENNA.
one looks at a handful of any seed, difficult feat. The other is by winning stock of Powers and Separators which will please you both iu looks and quality of work.
whether clover, bean or squash, he will their entire confidence. — Coleman's
find that some seeds are either small, Rural World.
R o b e r t s M a c h in e C o m p a n y , C o l l e g e v il l e , P a .
or light, or both, indicating that they
did not mature. It is natural that a
TO PREVENT CALVES FROM
COLLEGEVILLE
J OWER PROVIDENCE
percentage of seeds should he imma
SUCKING.
ture, as the seed vessels do not have
It is wholly unnecessary cruelty to
all their seeds of the same age, and at slit a calf’s tongue to prevent it suck
SEASON OF 1891.
a time when the greater part are ripe ing a cow. This may most easily be
JOHN T . K E Y S E R , Prop’r.
desire to inform the public that I am ready
some will still he green, Many seeds prevented by proper training. A calf to Ireceive
CJONSUMPTIOH
horses for speed training. Having
are abortive, or for some reason have should never suck a cow, the cow and ample and excellent stable factlities, I am pre
S0B0FULA
to give animals.entrusted to my care the
BEONOHITIS
failed to develop. They are not green, calf are both better for it, and then the pared
best possible attention, and I meap to leave
----F R E S H ----COUGHS
but consist mostly of the dry husk or troublesome habit is not contracted, nothing undone in giving my patrons the best
possible service for value received.
COLDS
B R E A D ,
shell. Such imperfect seeds are the nor will the calf, when a cow, ever ac The track will be be kept in good condition.
WastingDiseasss
Members’
tickets
will
date
from
May
1st,
1891,
most easily removed of all by means quire the habit of socking herself. good for one seasop ; price, $2.50. Single ad
ROLLS,
Wonderful Flesh Producer
of the fanning mill, and there is but But the calf may be kept from steal mission to track, 25 cents. Those desiring
Many have gained one pound
—&c., &c.,—
special speed contests can be accommodated by
little excuse for such being in any ing milk by putting a band around its paying a small sum for the benefit of the track.
per day by its use.
track will positively be closed to the public
E V E R Y MORNING
abundance in the market seed.
Scott’s Emulsion is not a se
nose, in which a few wire nails are The
on Sundays.
R. P. BALDWIN, Proprietor.
cret
remedy.
It
contains
the
A third reason for poor seed is age. driven so as to form a row of spikes,
stimulating properties of the
V- Ice Cream,
Some kinds bear thè passage of years and fastening the band to a headstall.
Hypophosphites and pure Nor
Different
flavors, during the Season.
before they begin to deteriorate much The cow will be in no danger from
wegian Cod Liver Oil, the po
Parties,
Pic-Nics
and weddings supplied at
better than others. The “second sum this, as at the first prick she will drive -BUTCHER,
tency of both being largely
TTCHER, AND d
DEALER
:
IN THE B EST short notice, on reasonable terms.
off
the
calf.—New
York
Times.
mer” with some sorts is quite gener
increased. It is used by Phy
sicians all over the "world.
ally fatal, while with other kinds the
PA LA TA B LE AS MILK.
If the soil is dry, cover seeds deeper
second year must come before they
,¿>8 S e n n i n o
Sold b y a ll D ru ggists.
will begin to unfold into seedlings. than when it is moist.
SCOTT * BOWNE, Chemists, N. Y.
»•4.
As a rule, old seeds are not popular,
and there is good foundation for the
general belief that the youhger the JE R O M E !
)
Stallion JEROME will stand for the sea Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on Tuesseed is the better, after it has passed sonThe
of 1891 at the stables of the Ironbridge day, Thursday and Saturday mornings' of each
is and will ever be the
Hotel.
its first winter.
week. Thankful to the public fo t past-favors he
JEROME is a dark brown with black points, invites continued patronage. Highest ¿ash price
^ b e s t<
There are many other reasons why 15-3 hands high. He has good style and is quite paid for calves.
actor, having made a trial record of 2:52 as a
r R em edy for
seeds are poor. Among the leading is an
three yearling.
WM. J. THOMPSON,
poor parentage, and the poor parent JEROME was sired by Kennsett, (961,) record
LOWER PROVIDENCE, PA.
; he by Rysdyke’s Harabletonian (10). The
age may mean many things. A par 2:36
dam was an excellent road mare and could trot
/G o u t, Influenza, Baokaohe, ’
ent plant may be poor from coming close to three minutes.
/ P a i n s i n t h e S id e , C hest an d !
For further particulars call on or address,
| Jo in ts, N euralgia, Sprains, « c
from a poor seed, or it may be due to
CHAS. H. DETWILER, V. 8.,
Owner.
Before you need to buy, obtain
too great moisture, or heat, or lack of Ironbridge, Pa.
A FULL SUPPLY OF
49*F R E E OF CHARGE'S*
food supply. Any one or more of the
I the valuable book: ’’Guido to Healthy1withJ
TTESTIOS FARMERS and
Fresh and
endorsements of prominent .physicians, m
The M o s t S u c c e s s f u l R e m e d y e v er discov
many untoward circumstances may A 1 HORSEMEN Jered, as i t is certa in in its effects an d does not
Smoked
Meats
The
two
KENTUCKY-BRED
STALLIONS,
J . AD. RICHTERA C0^
blister. Read p roof below :
give rise to imperfectly endowed seed, AADMINISTRATOR
JR ., and ABDALLAH
L /M lN lo
— AND—
3 1 0 B ro a d w a y ,
^
'
?
__
B
rooklyn
,
Conn.,
M
ay
5,
’90.
provided any seed is produced. An
i WILKES, wiH stand for ser
Dr . B. J . K endall Co.:
NEW Y O R K v
BOLOGNAS
_S irs:—Laat Sum m er I cured a C u rbnpon m y horse
v ice until further notice at.
other series of poor "seeds includes
w ith yo u r celebrated Kendall's Spavin C ure an d i t
¿the stables of the undersigned.'
Always on hand.
_
28was the best jo b I ev er saw done. I have a dozen
em pty bottles, having used i t w ith perfect success,
that in themselves are good, that is, ADMINISTRATOR, JR ., i6 a gloss,, shining
curing every th ing I tried i t on. My neighbor had
T
rize
Medals
Awarded!
PORK
AND
SAUSAGE
AND
SCRAPPLE
a horse w ith a very bad Spavin th a t m ade him lame.
come from strong parents, grown un bay, all black points, 16 hands high ; bred at
H e asked m e how to cu re it. I recommended
^European Houses: Rndolatadt. London^
Cynthiana, Kentucky, and shipped here in 1884
in
season.
Favor
me
with
your
orders.
K
endall’s
Spavin
C
ure.
H
e
c
u
red
th
e
Spavin
la
Vienna, Prague, Rotterdam , (m en,
der favorable circumstance, hut are by M. P. Anderson. The colts thus far sired by
ju s t th re e weeks.
■
Nuremberg, Konstein* LwpBlc.
Yours respectfully,
SAMUEL GOULDY.
stand second to those of no other ISnoly
poor because they are lacking in those Administrator
W olcott W itter .
[ 5 0 C e n t s a bottle, For Sale byj
stallion in the county in size, color, general pro
qualities that go to make up a profit portions and activity of movement. Adminis
Columbus, Ohio, A pril 4, *90.
Dr . B. J . K endall C o.:
was never handled for speed, but he has
D ear S ir z I have been selling more o f K endall's
able plant. It is a poor seed that will trator
trotted a mile better than three minutes. He is
Spavin C ure and F lin t’s Co itlon Pow ders th a n
e v e r before. One m a n said
me, i t w as th e best
and other druggists.
under the most favorable conditions kind in all harness and is safe lor the most
Pow der i ever k e p t a n d th e 1 j t he ev er used.
timid person to drive.
R espectfully,
t
o
o
North
Fourth
St.
only produce an inferior plant, wheth ABDALLAH WILKES is je t black in color
O v O bel. Green, Philadelphia,
Otto L. H offman.
The moat reliable jtud successful
small star in forehead ; no other white
specialist (or all diseases of both
er in blossom, foliage, seed or fruit. with
C iiittexanoo, N. Y., Slay 19, *90.
fexeaj <
_
mark ; 3 years old Ju n e ,’91 ; sired in Kentucky
J r . B. J . K endall Co.,
D ear S irs:—I have used several bottles o f y our
The seed is poor in possibilities.— by Simmons, 2744, record 2:28, full brother to
SpecialDiseases,BloodPoison
K endall’s Spavin Cur«» w ith p e rfe c t success, on a
Rosa Wilkes, 2:18%, he by George Wilkes.
ULCERS, Blotches* Piijiples, Sort
valuable an d blooded m a re th a t w as q u ite lam e
American Agriculturist.
Mouth, Throat, Irritation*. Scald
Simmons has more gets in the 2:30 and faster
w ith a Bone Spavin. The m are is n o w en tirely free
m., 1.10,4.16, p. m. Sunday, 6.36, a. m. 6.12p.m.

F o b P h o b n ix v il l e , P o t t s t o w n a n d R e a d 
i n g —week d a y s , 8 .0 2 , a . m ., 4.16, p . m .
Sun
d a y s , 6 .3 6 , a . m .
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W H EA T BBA N

RYE F E E D !

CORN BRAN.

Wieat andBye Wanted at all Tines.

WHIT
scons

^ D r iv in g P ark .f^

B A K E R Y !1

EMUISION
CURES

Wm.J. THOMPSON,

BEEF,:
VEAL,=
M UTTON

V&ZANCHOR”

.PAIN EXPELLER,

&

^RHEUMATISM’ ,

Collegeville Meat Store

&

JosephW. Culbert

D r.T h eel
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CELERY CULTURE.
In reply to the inquiry of the Ne
braska subscriber who asks how to
plant and cultivate celery we give the
following : Sow in the open ground as
soon as it is fit to work in April, and
keep clear of weeds until the time of
planting, in June and ' July, The tops
should be shorn off once or twice be
fore planting, so as to insure ‘Sstocky”
plants, which suffer less on being trans
planted.
Plant in rows three feet apart for the
dwarf varieties, and four to five feet
for the larger sorts, and set six inches
apart in rows.
If the weather is dry at the time of
planting, great care should be taken
that roots are properly “firmed” by
pressing the side of each plant gently
with the foot ; this compacts the soil
and-partially excludes the airTrom the
roots, until new rootlets are formed,
which will usually be in forty-eight
hours, after which all danger is over.
After the planting of the celery is
completed, nothing further is to be
done for six or seven weeks, except
running through "between the rows

classes than any other stallion in the world, at
the same age. The sire of Simmons is also the
sire of Red Wilkes, now standing at $1000 for a
single service, and was sold last foil for $60,000.
The first dam of Abdallah Wilkes, Mollie, by
Parson’s Abdallah ; second dam, by Cassius M.
Clay, sire of Durango, 2:23)4, Harry Clay,
2:23%, and other fast ones. Full pedigree furn
ished upon application. Abdallah Wilkes is a
good individual and very promising. Thus for
he has proved kind in both double and single
harness. The service of this young horse will be
limited to fifteen select mares. Those who wish
their animals included4n the limit will please
report early. For prices (to be within the
reach of all) and further particulars, apply to
JOHN G. FETTEROLF, Owner.
Yerkes, Montgomery county, Fa.
AY AUDUBON JR .

JAY AUDUBON, JR., will stand for ser
vice, until otherwise ordered, at the residence
of the undersigned owner. Jay Audubon, Jr.,
is a chestnut sorrel, with fine, smooth coat, 15%
hands high ; coming 5 years old. He is wellproportioned, shows excellent style ; disposition
very good. He exhibits a strong, open gait and
can trot close to 3 minutes.
Jay Audubon, Jr., was sired by Jay Audubon,
a fast trotter and pacer ; he by Jay Gould,
record, 2:28%, by Rysdyk’s Hambletouiau, by
Abdallah, by Mambrino by Imported Messenger
The dam of Jay Audubon, Jr., was a fine, well
bred Hambletonian mare,- strong and well- I
gaited, had considerable speed, and was a firstclass roadster. For terms and further particu
lars call on
JOHN SAYLOR, Owner.
% mile east of Areola ; one mile west of Eagleville, Montg. Co., PA.
9ap.
LD HORSES and DEAD HORSES
and COWS will be removed by the under
signed upon request. Higest price paid for
worn-out-horses. THEO. M. CASSELBERRY.

O

Lower Providence, Pa,

Inga, Inflammations,! Kidney*
Bladder, Loat vitality .¡Weak back ,
Dyspepsia, Piles, Melancholy
Weakness Debility, Impaired Memory and Decay, Stricturei,
•11 diseases resulting from youthful error» or from overwork.
Old, Young or Middle Aged don’t Buffer any longer,
«are is certain, no experiment. I have everythinig known to
medical and surgical science, obstinate and old coses solicited,
no matter who failed relief at once. Fresh cases oared in A
to 10 days. European Hospital experience in Germany, Eng
land, France and Austria, as certificates and diplomas prove,
snd 36 years practical experience. 10,000 cases cured yearly.
"I t
will be paid to an advertising doctor, who
9 1 w ) V V v can prove as great skill, knowledge aud
experience and who can show as many patients permanently
cured as I can after quacks and advertising doctors had
ruined them. Send 2c. stamp for book “ TRUTH” and sworn
testimonials exposing quacks and advertising dactors with
their false and fraudulent guarantees and testimonial*, their
experience, they do not posses and their scheme of refunding
money or friendly talks and their cheap and worthless drugs
neither of which cures you, but are used as decoys and result
in ruin of thousands of confiding victims. O m a Hours,—
Every day from 9 A. M. to 3 P. M., evenings 6 to 9. Wednesday
and Saturday Evenings from 6—10, Sundays from 9 to 12. For
References see Wednesday and Saturday Phil*. Time».

fro m lam eness an d shows n o Irwioh on the Joint.
Respectfully,
F. H . H u t c h in s .

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CUBE.
M onroe , La., May 8, ’90.

Dr . B. J. K endall Co.,
Gents I th in k i t m y d u ty to re n d e r you m y
th an k s fo r your fa r fam ed K endall’s Spavin Cure.
I had a fo u r year old filly w hich I prized very
highly. She had a very severe swollen leg. I tried
about eight different la n d s o f m ediciues w hich did
no good. I purchased a bottle o f yo u r K endall’s
Spavin Cure which cured h er in fo u r days.
I rem ain yours.
Marion Dowden.
P rice $1 p e r bottle, o r six bottles fo r $5. All drug
gists have i t o r can g et i t fo r you, o r i t w ill be s e n t
to an y address on receip t of price by th e proprie
tors.
D R . I I . J . K E N D A L L C O .,
E n o s b u r g h H a l l s , V e r m o n t.

Ladies and G ents’ H a ir Dressing Parlors. N attirai
Curly Bangs, and M anufacturer o f Ladies’ H air
Goods In general. M ail O rders prom ptly attended to.
13TH S T . , AB. CHESTNUT. PHILADELPHIA*

P

a TTTTvTTC*
tead e
m ares,
A IAIN i d , COPYRIGHTS, &c.

procured in United States and Foreign Coun
tries. Inventors can consult the undersigned
in person of by mail free of charge. Send or
call for circular. 25 years experience. Braneh
office, W a s h in g t o n , D. C. JOHN A. WIEDER8HEUVf, 917-919 Chestnut St., Phila. 2janty

% R A W B O N E M E A L ™ °P H O S P H A T E S >
Baugh A Sons Company.

B
A
U BAUGH’S RAWBONE MANURES
6

LARGEST
l a r g e s t PRODUCERS.
pro d u cers.
BEST QUALITY.
LOWEST PRICES.

A re the inducem ents for farm ers to continue the

use of

H
*

S

¥

B augh’s D elaware R iver Chemical W orks are
t h e l a r g e s t p r o d u c e r s in th e w o r ld of
Animal Bone Fertilizers.
T hink how m any years B a u g h ’s A n im a l
B o n e P h o s p h a te has been sold at the low price
of 9 9 5 p e r to n in new bags. B augh’s strictly
p a re R a w B o n e M e a l is also low iu price. |

QUALITY AS GOOD AS EVER.
Send a t once for prices and all information
about these a rtic le s; and B a u g h ’s A c id u la te d
9 . C. P h o s p h a te , K a in ftt, M u r i a t e o f
P o t a s h , N i t r a t e o f S o d a , G e n u in e N o v a
L a n d P l a s t e r , etc.

Delaware

PHILADELPHIA.

-

niff

Qffieo, 20 South Delaware Avenuo. r *

BAUGH’S OLD STAND-BYS
INCLUDING

BONE AND POTASH COMPOUND
FOB SALE BT

W m . H a llo w e l l, H a t b o r o .
J o h n J . W h ite , L a u s d a le .
S e th L u k e n s , N o rth W a l e s .
R o t z e l l & R a i k e , D o y le s to w n .
I s a a c B . C o rn m a n , M e r lo n S q u a r e .
J . M . K e n d a ll , L in fle ld .
I . R . R o s e n b e r g e r & B r o . , C o lm a r.
A n d r e w E r v iu , H u n tin g d o n V a lle y .
G r i s t o c k dc V a n d e r s lic e , C o lle ire v ille .
F . D . H a r t z e l l ’s S o n s , d i a l lo u t.
S u p p le e B r o s , dc C o ., R o s e m o n t.
J o s . C. C ra w fo rd , C o n sh o h o ck cn .
D illin & H on, A r d m o r e .
E very crop need, and any substantial
Raw Bone M anure required for soil im 
provem ent, can be supplied by B A 1 IG U
Sc SO N S C O M P A N Y , Original M anufacturers o f Jiaw Bone Phosphate.

River Chemical Works, feotof Morris te Moore

S ts ■ Philadelphia,

Pa,
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